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ZEAL AND PATIENCE.
NEWMAN.

O comrade bold, of toil and pain
Thy trial how severe,
When sever'd first by prisoner's chain
From thy loved labor sphere?
Say, did impatience first impel

The heaven-sent bond to break?
Or couldst thou hear its hindrance well,
Loitering for Jesus' sake?
O might we know! for sore we feel
The langor of delay,
When sickness lets our fainter zeal,
Or foes block up our way.

who thy thousand years dost wait
To work the thousandth part
Of thy vast plan, for us create
With zeal a patient heart.

Lord!

THE EXALTATION OF THE CROSS.
Next week occurs the feast known
as the Exaltation of the Holy
Cross. In the very name lies a
lesson which, would to God! we
could learn, for our strength and
consolation in bearing the ordinary
or extraordinary trials of our lives.
We all have a cross to bear; some
carry it witli complaints, and some
with a stoical pride; some with meek
patience, and some with grave thankfulness, even in the midst of tears.
But our reading, and occasionally
perhaps our experience, tell us at
times that the cross may become our
exaltation, and may be borne with
joy.
The singular account of the Prisoners in the Temple, the '' Crowned
and Discrowned," by O'Connor
Morris, is an example, and a strikingone, of this exaltation of the cross.
Around the royal family of Louis
XVI., the gloom that gathers fills the
mind with pain aud awe; and the
holy sayings that pierce through the
frantic shouts and vile clamor of the
populace meet the ear like a solemn
echo of the holier sayings from Cal?

?

vary.
Words of pardon for their enemies

are heard over aud over again ; it is
the heritage left to the imprisoned
children, not to be forgotten.
"Capet!" demanded of the little
prince his jailor Simon, "if the
Veudeaus deliver you, what would
you do?" "I would forgive you,"
"O my God!"
said the boy.
writes the princess on her prisou
walls, pardon those who killed my
parents." And, long years after,
wheu freed, the same hand pens:
"May the Lord grant his infinite
mercy to us and to all those who
caused our sorrow."
In the last will of Louis XVI.,
every word of which, so Mme. dc
Stael declared, was a virtue, he
I forgive with all my heart
wrote :
those who have beeu my enemies
without my having given them cause;
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and I pray God to forgive them."
Often he was heard to murmur, "I
change a corruptible for an incorruptible crown."
When the executioners wished to bind his arms, he
refused at first. "Sire," said his
confessor, "it is but another point
in which you resemble that God who
As
is about to be your reward."
you will," said the king. "I will
drink the cup to the dregs." Then,
ascending the scaffold, he cried, " I
am innocent of all that I am accused
of; I desire that my blood may
cement the welfare of the French
people." And so this true son of St.
Louis mounted to heaveu.
On a copy of the king's defence
his noble wife wrote in Latin what
was said of Him whose feet they followed so closely on the dolorous
It is necessary that one man
way
should die for the people." In her
memorable farewell letter to her beloved and saintly sister-in-law, Mme.
Elisabeth, she writes: Let my son
never forget the last words of his
father, which I expressly repeat to
him, That he must never seek to
revenge our death.' I ask pardon
from all whom I have known. I
forgive all my enemies the evil they
have done." Going up the scaffold,
she stepped anei.lentalTy on the executioner's foot.
Pardon me, sir,"
said the priwcess of Austria and
queen of France, going to her doom,
I did not mean it."
"Religion has mastered fear,"
writes Mine. Elisabeth. "I have
no taste for martyrdom, but I feel
that I should be very glad to be certain of suffering it. rather than abandon the least article of my faith."
And"I hold more to my faith than
to my life," she bravely exclaimed to
a commissioner from the Assembly.
Once, in danger from the wild mob,
she turned away with her hand a
bayonet almost touching her breast,
Take care, sir,
and said gently,
you might hurt some oue, and I am
sure you would be sorry." And
again, looking upon the ferocious
crowds, in her great charity she said,
lt All these people are led astray. I
desire their conversion, but not their
punishment." To her niece she left
this holy counsel: "Lift up your
heart to God- He tries us because
he loves us." (Think of it, we who
can hardly bear our daily crosses!
think of these words comiug like
sunshine out of that terrible prison
darkness.) "He tries us because he
loves us. He teaches us the insignificance of greatness. Ah, my
child, God alone is true. God alone
is great." And when she was taken
away from the dauphiness, her parting words to her were these : Think
of God, my child."
There were twenty-three comdemned with her to death, and she
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encouraged them, and uplifted them
with her to the exaltation of the
cross. The eldest, seventy-six years
old, and two young men of twenty
beside her, the five members of one
family, aud the lady of court so
physically nervous that a spider
in old days could set her shrieking,
alike steadily set their faces to meet
their agony and their crown. At the
scaffold she was the last to mount;
ceaselessly she said the DeProfundis
for her comrades as they fell. To
the oue just before her she said,
" Courage and faith in God's mercy."
Alone she mouuted the steps, and
looking upward gave herself to death.
The kerchief modestly covering her
neck fell off as she was tied into
right position for the axe. "For
your mother's sake, sir, cover me,"
she said to the assistant executioner.
They were her last words. Writers
of the day agree in saying that a
perfume of roses was perceptible,
just after the head of the princess
fell. However this may be, a sweeter
perfume than any rose could give
lingers around that saintly memory to
this day.
God grant us grace to learn from
these things what exaltation of the
cross is possible in life ! To aid us in
comprehension, let us make frequent use of a prayer which Mme.
Elisabeth once gave to a friend,
£he

which doubtless she herself often
used, and which was surely answered
during her long final anguish.
Adorable Heart of Jesus, sanctuary of that love which wrought in
God the will to become man, to sacrifice his life for our salvation, and
to make of his body food for our
souls; iv gratitude for this infinite
charily, I give thee my heart, and
with it all I have on earth, all that I
am, and all that I shall do or suffer.
And, my God! I pray that this
heart ma} 7 no longer remain unworthy
of thee. Make it like unto thee; surround it with thorns that may shut
out all ill-regulated affections; fix in
it thy cross; may it know the value
of the cross and learn to love it.
Fire it with thy divine ardors. May
it be consumed for tin* glory and be
thine as thou hast given thyself to it.
Thou art its consolation in suffering,
and the cure for its ills; its strength
and refuge in temptation; its hope
in life; its safety in death. I ask of
thee, 0 loving Heart, worth}' of all
love, this grace for those associated
with me iv this devotion.
O Divine Heart of Jesus! I love
thee, I adore aud invoke thee, with
my associates, all the days of my life,
and particularly at the hour of my
death."

"

INDIAN

CHILDREN

STOLEN FROM THEIR PARENTS BY OUR

GOVERNMENT.

We printed recently some facts
about the treatment of the Pueblo
Indians by Commissioner Morgan
and our Indian Department. Farther
information is given iv a letter to the
St. Louis Republic. The chief government Indian school in the southwest is at Albuquerque. It contains
265 Indian pupils. They get children by frightening and bulldozing
the poor parents, who know no better. They threaten to bring the soldiers to take the children by force.
When they get hold of the children it
is always with the promise that they
shall be allowed to go home for the
summer vacation.
For three years this pledge has
been violated, and contrary to the
wishes, pleas, and demands of the
parents, as well as in violation of
their human rights, the children have
been forcibly and illegally detained
at that school without once seeing
their homes. Even
WHEN

I'AHKNTS PIED,

sons and daughters were refused permission to oo home to say the last
farewell and attend the funeral.
Parents who went to the school in
vacation to receive their children
according to promise have invariably
been refused, and sometimesforcibly
thrown off the grounds, menaced with
irons, and threatened with imprisonment; and this, be it remembered, to
peaceful, well-behavedcitizeus of the
United States. Hoys who ran away
have been pursued like cpuvicts
sometimes hundreds of miles, and
brought back at the point of a sixshooter, aud adorned with a ball and
?

chain.
THEY KIND A CHAMPION.

Repeated demands have been made
by the parents for their children in
vacation, but always in vain. Fifteen
children of the Pueblos of Isleta have
been imprisoned thus for three years
this summer.
The parents ?12
heads of families, hopeless of obtaining their rights alone, sought the aid
of Charles F. Linnmis of the Los
Angeles Times, who has lived in
Pueblo several years. He took up
the matter earnestly, knowing and
esteeming the Indians, whom he describes as the best neighbors, and
having personal knowledge of the
high-handed infringement of their
rights. A writ of habeas corpus was
"
secured in the lest case of Juan Rey
Abeyta, the father of «hree of the
imprisoned boys, the youngest of
whom, then under 4 years old, was
got into the school on the pretext of
When we read, we fancy we could
a
visit to his brothers, and has been
be martyrs; when we come to act we
cannot bear a provoking word.
FOUR
PAGE
ON
CONTINUED
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Current religious comment
in the

magazines.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC
READERS.
EVOLUTION AND CHRISTIANITY.

In the continuation, in the September number of the Cosmopolitan
Magazine, of his excellent papers on
the above subject, on which comment
has already been made in these
columns, St. George Mivart, the eminent Catholic scientist, considers
evolution with relation to Theism
and Christianity, and maintains that
the acceptance of its theories is not
incompatible with a belief in the
existence of God and the teachings
of the Christian religion, but is, on
the contrary, readily reconcilable
with both. He does not deny, however, that owing to misconceptions
on their part as to the doctrines of
Christianity, the faith of a certain
number of individuals has been weakened or destroyed altogether by evolutionary teachings, for he says that
the fact " that the wide diffusion of
the doctrines of evolution has, during
the past thirty years, had a great
effect upon religious belief is unquestionable. That it has destroyed in
many minds their conviction as to
God's existence we know through
our own personal experience, while a
much greater number have been thus
led, tacitly or avowedly, to abandon
their previous belief in Christianity."
He holds, though, that these lamentable results were inevitable in people
who considered the truths of the
Christian religion indissolubly bound
up in the erroneous views regarding
the creation of the world which
were popularly entertained at the
beginning of this century, and he
declares it a matter of wonder that
so many people should have labored
under the mistaken notion that the
Christian faith was dependent on the
correctness of those narrow views.
He adds that when astronomy
proved that the earth revolved about
the sun, and not the sun around the
earth, as had been generally believed,
there followed no such devastationof
faith as has attended the diffusion of
evolutionary doctrines, notwithstanding that the change effected in popular belief then was far greater than
that caused by the teachings of evolution.

of the Christian religion and a belief
in the existence of God, Dr. Mivart
traces the development of the created
world from inorganic matter through
vegetable and animal to human
existence, and noting the wonderfully regular and harmonious
processes by which this development
took place, he contends that such
evolution is not due to what Darwin
styles natural selection, but to the
action of innate forces and principles
which have been implanted in the
material universe by the Creator";
so that instead of the non-existence
of God being proven by the doctrines
of evolution, he. claims that the contrary is shown, thus demonstrating
his first point that evolution and
Theism are by no means irreconcilable beliefs.

"
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To prove his second statement, to

wit, that there is nothing in the doc-

trines of evolution that should cause
those who accept them to abandon
their faith in the Christian religion,Dr.
Mivart quotes the teachings of many
Catholic theologians, with a view of
showing that they anticipated in their
day, long before evolution had made
its discoveries, just such revelations
as have come to light in the present
age. Thus he cites Suarez and
other theological writers, who upheld principles which perfectly harmonize with the n quirements of modern science, and have, as it were,
prepared the way for the reception
of its most advanced speculations."
St. Augustine is quoted, too, because
of his teaching that all things were
created only potentially at once, and
that their development or evolution
took place subseqently. St. Thomas
is cited as an authority who plainly
taught that although faith requires
belief in the fact that the world was
created, there is liberty with respect
to the way wherein the creation
took place; and St. Bonaventure
and a host of other Catholic theologians are summoned in support of the
same contention. Dr. Mivart puts
particular stress also on the fact that
while the Catholic Church is always
prompt in detecting and condemning
erioneous teachings, she spoke no
word of condemnation when the
doctrines of evolution were defended
by the late Richard Simpson in the
Catholic periodical, The Rambler,
thirty odd years ago; by Dr. Mivart
himself in his "Genesis of Species,"
and by the late Cardinal Newman in
Evolution, according to this em- his
Development of Christian
inent Catholic scientist, becamepop- Doctrine." Whence he concludes
ular when Darwin advanced his that the Church sees no antagonism
theory of natural selection, a theory between those doctrines and Chriswhich professed to account for crea- tian truth.
tion by the blind action of physical
THE ISLE OF JERSEY.
forces, eliminating from existence the
least perfectly formed materials, and
In the same magazine Mary Haspreserving all others. Vet Darwin, brouck has an article descriptive of the
he says, was not an anti religious, but Isle of Jersey in the course of which
rather a non-religious, man ; though she says that the island is distinche confesses that in the promulgation tively Protestant. It is noticeable,
of this theory he put a powerful though, that its two principal Protweapon in the hand-i of those individ- estant churches, of which she makes
uals who are hostile to Christianity. mention, were founded centuries beIn carrying out his idea of proving fore such a belief as Protestantism
that the teachings of evolution are was known, and the fact that the
not incompatible with an acceptance elder of these two churches, founded

"

"

in the year mi, bears the name of
St. Brelade is pretty good indication
that it was originally a Catholic
shrine. Other evidences of the
island's former Catholicity are to be
seen in the designation of one of its
principal bays, which is called after
St. Aubin, and in a petition of an
old Jersey litany, cited by this
writer, which runs thus: J1 From
the fury of the Normans, good Lord,
deliver us." As a matter of fact the
island was Catholic from the middle
of the fifth century, when it was
evangelized by Irish missionaries, up
to 1658, and was subject ecclesiastically to the Bishop of Coutances, in
Normandy. Its population may be
-t-O-A-O-tlargely Protestant at the present
time ; but Catholicity is by no Endless Stock.
High Grade.
means unrepresented, for there are
Prices Always Low.
half a dozen Catholic churches there,
-»-0-*-0-4and the Jesuits and Oblates supplement the labors of the secular priests,
while a number of Brothers and
Sisters are engaged in educational
HOUSEHOLD OUTFITTERS,
work. The island is now subject to
the Bishop of the English diocese of
St.,
Profsmouth. It may be remembered
Hollis
(opp.
St.),
that it was at the Jesuit establishBOSTON.
ment in Jersey that Rev. Thomas E.
Thos. Kelly, Sec.
Sherman was located when the death Jas. F. Hayes, Pres.
Barnes,
Chas.
H.
Treasurer.
of his father, the illustrious general,
called him back to this country.
ster Review on
" Ireland Under
Grattan's Parliament," Mr. W. J.
VICOMTE DE VOGUE.
O'Neil Daunt defends in a measure
In the September number of
the action of Archbishop Troy of
Harper's Magazine Mr. Theodore
Dublin and the other Irish prelates,
Child prints a very interesting
nine in number, who supported the
article entiled " Literary Paris," in
act of union which led to the loss of
which he gives as a short sketch of
Ireland's
legislative autonomy.
the Vicomte Melchior dc Vogue, a
After detailing the promises which
writer whose contributions to current
were held out to prominent Irish
literature The Review has had Catholics on condition of their supmore than one occasion of com- port of the union, among which
mending. Mr. Child informs us promises were pledges of Catholic
that the viscount possesses great emancipation and of official aid in
influence in Paris, where he is re- extinguishing religious feuds and
garded as a wise guide of youth, strife, Mr. Daunt says that it was not
an active champion in the combat
surprising that Archbishop Troy and
against pessimism and a pioneer in the other nine prelates were induced
hitherto unexplored paths of into support the union, in as much as
tellect and moral edification. M.
they saw that the prevailing regime
Dc Vogue is described as a sincere had inflamed the
hatreds of creeds
democrat, who hopes for, and is and classes and led to frightful outstriving to bring about, a concilia- rages,whereas the new policy promised
tion between Christianity and democ- to put a stop to all such occurrences
racy in France, where such an and pledged itself, moreover, to
agreement appears to be much concede Catholic emancipation. The
needed; and it is for this reason Archbishop and his colleagues may
principally that he is listened to so
have committed a mistake in trusting
attentively by the younger element of to promises which those who made
the French population. Mr. Child them probably never intendedto fulfill;
declares that the viscount's Chris- but there is not a scintilla of evidence
tianity is practical, energetic and to prove that they acted from
active, rather than mystic; and he unpatriotic motives in supporting the
quotes the following thought, which union, or to show that
they did
occurs often, in different shapes, in not believe they were consulting the
his books, as an illustration of his
best interests of the Irish Catholics in
predominant ideas : " The order of acting as they did in the matter.
the world does not seem to be instituted for the increase of human
THE ISLAND OF DOMINICA.
happiness, but for human greatness,
In the September Rosary, Florwhich is a very different thing. To
ence Mary Kilkelly gives the reader
developmore life with more labor,such
entertaining description of a visit
is our law, the law that distinguishes an
paid
by her to the Island of Dominthe man from the child, and the
ica,
which
was one of the lands discivilized being from the savage."
covered by Columbus on his second
voyage. From this article we learn
DEFENDING THE IRISH PRELATES.
that the first missionaries, six DominIn the paper which he contributes ican friars, were sent to this island
to the current issue of the (Vestmin- in 1632 at the instance of Cardinal
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dc Richelieu, who asked the general
of the Dominicans to send evangelists thither. These friars met with
they
more dangers than
succeeded in baptizing some five
hundred children before their death,
but they were unable to accomplish
much more. Yet to-day Roseau, the
capital of the island, is the seat of an
episcopal see, whose incumbent has
jurisdiction over all the English isles
and three of the Danish ones. There
are twenty-one priests in his
episcopate, some 60,000 Catholics,
one college and three academies.
The life which the Bishop and his
priests lead in these West Indian
missions is an arduous and self-sacrificing one, and their labors are not
made any the lighter by the prejudice
which the ministers of the sects represented in the islands exhibit
towaid the Catholics and their religion ; though these individuals, it
seems, stay only eight months in
each year at their posts and hie
themselves away to cooler climates
when the period of excessive heat
approaches. The Catholic priests,
of course, stay with their flocks the
whole year round.

success:

The cathedral at Roseau, which
stands near the banks of the river,
is described as a spacious building,

containing four artistic altars, one of
to the Virgin and
another to St. Joseph. In front of
the latter a flight of stone steps leads
to the vaults, where lie the remains
of the previous prelates of Roseau
and of a number of priests who died
while pursuing their holy calling in
the city. Miss Kilkelly attended Mass
in the cathedral, and she says that
the celebrant and herself were the
only white persons at the service, all
the others, acolytes, sexton, members
of the choir and congregation being
black ; and it seems that with the exception of one family, the entire
Catholic population of Dominica is
dark-hued ; blacks, mulattoes, Caribs
and the descendants of the latter
class. The nuns of the Faithful Virgin have charge of the Catholic
schools, having been induced by
Bishop Naughten to come to Dominica from the mother house of their
order, Kensington, England, and of
the community at Roseau we are
told that " with the exception of the
superioress and mistress of novices
(who are converts), two Creoles and
one mulatto, theremaining ten of the
nuns are descendants of the small
number of English families who kept
the faith, in spite of the gross
persecutions of
outrages and
VIII.,
Elizabeth and CromHenry
well." Bishop Michael Naughten,
whose name sufficiently indicates his
nationality, is the fourth ordinary of
Roseau, and he was consecrated
Jan. 4, 1880 by Bishop Nulty of
Meath.

which is dedicated

Tributes of Protestant
Writers.

clear case of public necessity can be
made out.
It smacks even of
hypocrisy to do this in the name of
To compel a
religious freed* m
CATHOLICS MUST BE RECOGNIZED. Catholic to support a free school
against his convictions is a sin
We call the attention of the
thoughtful reader, says the Pittsburgh
Catholic, to the following remarkable
article from the pen of a most distinguished Protestant writer, President
John L. Bascom, L. L. 1)., Williamstown, Mass. It is a communication
to the Independent, and appears in
its issue of August 4th, under the
title " Catholics and our Common
Schools." It embraces in such a
compact and conclusive manner the
attitude of the Church toward the
public school system, its firm conviction and settled policy.as viewedfrom
a Protestant standpoint, that it must
command great attention. It is very
plain in telling the just and honest
American citizen, that the " system
is not a just one, and cannot continue without constantly increasing
friction and ill-will. It admits the
Catholic action is not only admissible, but it is a positive religious
duty. As showing the tread of enlightened Protestant opinion, the
article is a timely one. He says :
" That which, at this present time,
has especially drawn attention to our
public schools is the attitude toward
them of the Catholic Church. A
considerable portion of the membership of this Church is willing to avail
itself of the advantages of these
schools, and is correspondingly welldisposed to them. The Church,
however, as a whole, has pronounced
this system unsuitable to its purposes and has placed under parochial
instruction 600,000 of its children.
The extent of this movement indicates a firm conviction and settled
policy. The same motives that led
the Catholic Church to enter on this
line of separate instruction must
compel it to complete it as
rapidly as possible. The Lutheran
Church concurs in this view and
action, and has in its schools something like 40,000 children.
" The present relation of these
religious schools to our public system
is neither a just nor a comfortable
one, and cannot continue without
constantly increasing friction and illwill. The present footing is not one
of justice. The Catholics are required to accept their full share of
taxation in behalf of public instruction, and then are left to support
their own schools at their own expense. From this point of view,
their action in establishing their
parochial system, is not only admissible, it is apositive religious duty. We
should remember, also, that many of
our Protestant churches have shared,
and still share, this feeling as regards
the higher grades of instruction, and
are building preparatory schools and,
still more, colleges as safe retreats
from high schools and State universities. No obstinacy of conviction
on our part can hide the wrong of
imposing taxes for the support of
schools on those conscientiously
opposed to them, unless a perfectly

"

?

against religious liberty of the same
order as to compel a citizen to aid
in maintaining schools in which
sectarian instruction is given. A
plain, undeniable necessity, grounded
in the public weal, must be established before we can justify this
policy. Such a necessity can never
be made out as to command the
rest of those whose interests are
involved in it.
The present relation, therefore,
"
not,
is
and cannot be, one of good
will. We can no longer order our
public school system in such a way
as to anticipate and prevent division.
Division has taken place, and is
daily becoming more and more complete. All that remains to us to
accomplish is to lessen its evils, and
This can be
reduce its conflict.
done only by giving our Catholic
fellow-citizens all the liberty and all
the consideration which the common
weal allows. To deepen this division
into one of constant strife is bad
policy and bad patriotism. We
could do nothing which would more
justify the entire movement to itself
than to refuse to make any terms
with it. The intolerance of our own
attitude would thus effectually hide
any intolerance in our adversary.
" The existing relation is also one
of great weakness. We are ready to
make a very considerable portion of
our
fellow-citizens
determined
enemies of our public schools, and
that by means of a real and serious
grievance. For one, I do not suppose that any open attack of the
Catholics on our schools is likely to
result in their overthrow. For the
time being, it may even strengthen
them in the public regard. When,
however, we remember the amount
of ignorance, indifference and selfinterest with which a liberal sup
port of adequate instruction has constantly to contend, the hostility of a
large, compact and ever-vigilant
Church becomes a serious additional
danger. It is not in open attack,
but in the slow sapping of strength
that this antagonism will be most
felt; in making more difficult the
incessant return to the public for
the means of support.
" Moreover, the real opposition between the two methods, that of
avowed religious instruction, and
that of its careful exclusion in the
training of our youfh, will, under the
present method, become more and
more declared. In that strife, there
is not an earnest religionist who will
not be in whole or in part against
public instruction as a system incomplete within itself. This religious
zeal will be further fortified by the
growing exclusiveness of classes.
Private schools of every variety will
multiply themselves. It is impossible
to save our public schools in any
sufficient way when they are offered
as a cold crust to the ignorant and to
the poor. They must be fairly com-
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mensurate with the common public
life, or they cannot nourish that life.

The policy of the Catholic Church in
its present relation to public schools
is an immense addition to thatfeeling
of dissatisfaction with them which is
their great and ever renewed danger.
It is foolish to ground these bad conditions in an unyielding policy. It
is better to accept the English
method, and grant public funds to
private schools, placed under public
inspection both as to the course of
study and to its thorough inculcation.
" The sting of the Bennett law
would have been greatly reduced if
the State of Wisconsin had shown a
disposition to concede support to
schools whose course of instruction it
dtfined and accepted.
"It is not strange that zealous
churchmen, bearing their share of the
expense of public instruction, and
then, at their own charges, establishing schools suited to the estimate
of their wants, should look with anger
on the intrusion of the public into
their own retreat.
Necessary as
such a law may be in itself, it bears
on its front, owing to the circumstances under which it is applied, an
obnoxious and tyrannical appearance.
It gives opportunity for the demagogism it has actually called out.
The position provd so untenable
that the politicians were quickly
driven from it, and events were left
to take their own course.
If, instead of being whirled away
by a little flurry of patriotism ; if, instead of shouting in a heedless way
the old war cries, 'No religious instruction in public schools ; no public
money for sectarian schools,' we set
ourselves quietly to the task of inquiring how, under existing circumstances, all our children can be most
suitably and widely trained with the
least collision of diverse sentiments
and opposed methods, we shall be
much more disposed to make concessions which save a portion of the
interests involved than to adhere to
action which endangers them all.
We shall prefer to reduce arift which
cannot be wholly closed up."

"
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INDIAN CHILDREN.
[CONTINUED

FROM PAGE

ONE.]

review,

William H. Brine,

ReligousInstructions.

THE SACRAMENT OF PENANCE.

1 AND 3 TREMONT STREET,

forcibly detained there ever since,

METHOD OF CONFESSING.
despite the father's efforts. The
The preparation for confession
principal of the school took care that
the case should not come to trial, and consists in examining our conscience,
delivered the three boys to Mr. Lum- aud making a true act of contrition.
After preparing, the penitent takes
mis, dropping his
his turn to go into the confessional,
BULLDOZING TACTICS
and kneels there till the priest is
as soon as he discovered that the ready to hear him. He begins by
Indians were not alone. Next day asking a blessing, in order to his
ten more children were surrendered making a good confession, saying,
to the parents and Lummis on formal "Pray, Father"
this is how the
demand at the school; and a few priest is always to be addressed in
days later the two girls who com- confession
'' give me your blesspleted the Isleta list.
ing." The priest answers,
" May
July 12 Mr. Morgan telegraphed God be with you in your heart
and
to the priucipal:
lips, so that you may truly and
"Hold the two girls until com- humbly confess your sins, in the
pelled by habeas corpus to give them uame of the Father, and of the Son,
up."
and of the Holy Ghost." The penBut the girls went home, neverthe- itent then says the Confiteor, to the
less, and people are asking each other part where he strikes his breast, putwhen Mr. Morgan got a bill of sale ting in the words, "And to you,
for his chattels, and whether the next Father," after all the saints." He
"
logical step will be an auctiou sale of begins his confession
by saying how
these citizens at the block in the style long a time it is since his last confesbefore the war. Also, whether it sion. And if through any cause he
becomes a high official, sworn to up- did not then receive absolution, he
hold the Constitution and the laws, must take care to mention this. He
to declare that he will hold on to then tells his sins just loud enough
stolen goods until the violated law for the priest to be able to hear disshall force him to disgorge.
tinctly what he says. He should not
The Pueblo children in his schools, harry himself, but yet should not be
each and every one a baptized Catho- longer than he can well help; he
lic, are not allowed to attend a Cath- should, if possible, be so well preolic Church. The Catholic Indian pared as to be able to say what he
schools, says this letter, \u25a0 are has done straight off, without stopsystematically and unrelentingly ping to think between the sins. The
fought by fair means and foul, aud best confession is that which is shortin the whole administrationof Indian est and simplest, like a child's to its
affairs in the southwest a Catholic mother, Mother, I have done this
is persecuted and looked upon with or that."" As soon as he has come to
undisguised suspicion.
the end of his sins, he should at once
go on to say the usual conclusion
HE W ANTS REVENGE.
For these sins, and for all those
The latest development in this ''
which I cannot now recollect, I am
somewhat sensational case is the apheartily sorry, I promise amendment
parently authentic statement that for the
future, and I humbly ask
Mr. Morgan threatens now to take
pardon of God, and peuance and
away the appropriations and con- absolution from you, my spiritual
tracts to the Catholic schools at
father." Aud the second part of the
Santa Fe and Bernalillo (by far the
Conliteor may be added. The penmost beneficent institutions for Initent, having finished, should now be
dians in the Territory) to punish the
silent, and listen to what the priest
Isleta Indians for daring to take their
says, not interrupting him, except to
children home for vacation after beanswer a question. He should reing deprived of them for three years.
ceive, with great attention and revIt would be quite in a line with the
erence, the advice or spiritual directpolicy which has characterized his
ion he gives him, aud accept wilentire term. He has seemed from
lingly the penance he lays on him, in
first to last far less interested in Insatisfaction for his sins ; and finally,
dian education than in the suppreswhile the priest pronounces over him
sion of Catholics.
the prayers for his forgiveness, and
A BOLD SWINDLE.
the actual words -of absolution, I
"
It seems that the managers of the absolve thee from all thy sins, in the
schools get Mexican children and run name of the Father, and of the Son,
them in as Indians, to get the money and of the Holy Ghost," he should
voted for Indian education. One once more make with his heart
act of
poor Mexican gentleman in Ocate and lips, a fervent
induced
to
send
his
children
to
contrition
before
the
crucifix.
was
the
contrition
of
the
penitent
government
the
school. Wheu he For
went this summer to bring them must come before or accompany the
home for vacation, he was astounded absolution of the priest. When
to find that the school was an Indian the priest
has firnished,
the
school. Moreover, his children had penitent leaves the confessional, and
been shipped off to Nebraska to a should, if possible, not leave the
new government school there. He church without returning thauks to
is not likely to get them back as he God for the forgiveness of his sins
and the grace that he has received.
is too poor to do anything.

CORNER PEMBERTON SQUARE.
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SPECIAL SEPTEMBER SALE,
Commencing WEDNESDAY, SEPT, 7.
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MEN'S NEGLIGEE SHIRTS,

New

25C. e.-.ch.
50 Cost 38 and 50c, to close,
60 Shirts, cost 50c, to close,
38C. each.
100 >hirts, cost 75c, up to $1.13, all at 50C. each.
Si.oo and
150 Shirts, cost 75c 87c
75C.each.
$1.25, aii at
Shirts,
assorted,
from
$1.00 to
50
cost
*2.00, all at
$1.00 each.
T>>e above mentioned goods will be gold
in tlie basement.

, ,

" lar3Bc

goods'

9<> DOZEN

SHOE BRUSHES,

All at

A Few Japanese Vases

Cost to import IQC., former price 25c,

now at

.
asc.each.

50c-

That cost Si.oo this season.
?\u25a0

all

\u25a0"\u25a0 .-.

~\u25a0\u25a0

l-,
Each.
?

E3Ch«

_
Laundry.
_

Onlyafew, worth *i.oo, marked down to

Now

IC.

Great variety.

SLATE-COLOREO CRINOLINE,

6C. a yard.

out at

just ?.vkd

NEW KID CLOVES

:

50C.
BC.
IC.

hir".
Cellars and Cuffs,

*

10C.i"'l25C.

Bath Sponges at

I lUDDCI I AC

To close

~

Rubber Sheets,

50C. each.

They are summer goods, and must go.

At the lowest prices in Boston.

? vo?*

12/' C»

DOZEN

UmDnCLLHO

,

Initial Hemstitched_ Handkerchiefs

kit of

$1.25, all at

sold a* sc.

r

ss Efnoroidered Handkerchiefs

7C.

at

BEAD NECKLACES,
4c,

,

GENTS'

ITALIAN BEADS, assorted, in bag, sc. a bag
Cost

10c.
80.

For Ladies and Children are marked regardless
of cost, to close out. Goods for

\IViO.

COLLAR AND CUFF BOXES,
50

_'

ALL THE

lAi/.-.

135 DOZEN

75c. to

dollar, to close out.

SUMMER HATS AND BONNETS

lOC. «eh.

IMPORTED SUMMER PINS,

Cost from

At 50c. on the

19G.each.

BRASS CANDLESTICKS

one

?_

SUMMER SKIRTS MARKED DOWN.

cost to close out.

100 DOZRN

10c. to 25c.,

__

IN CORSETS.

BARGAINS

-

f

E iRY DAY

splash

Regular 25c. goods, all at
Bmshesreg

Woith from

_

d

JAPANESE GARDEN SEATS,
mats,

100 dozen

HAIR BRUSHES.
25

Holid^°°

SHIRT WAIiTS for Ladies, 25c. and 39c.
Less than half price.

Be.

1000 Boxes Papeteries,
1000 Boxes Papeien««,
1000 Boies Papeteries,

10c.

BUTTERMILK SOAP.

10c.

-

15c.

unsold a. 25c
S5 GROSS

W " H Brine 's Superior Lead Pencils

(Our own Importation),

Just received,

25C.

a Doz.,
]((0

~

or

3C.

each.

ZEN

NEW ALBUMS,
Children's Imported Scarfs,
? sc.
rod,
NEW BASKETS.
The unprecedented progress and popularity of this Corner Store (rry Only Place of Business) is
the talk of the town. Our store is not a rag shop; neither do we claim to
have the finest goods sold. But we do cater for the
MILLIONS,
which
neither prince nor pauper, THE MIDDLE CLASSES.
majority,
vast
human
includes
That
We have no fakes of a»y kind.
STRICTLY ONE PRICE ONLY-THAT THE LOWIST AND THE SAME TO EVERYBODY.

;

WILLIAM

O

~

W

H. BRINE,

1 AND 3 TREMONT STREET,
ON THE CORNER.

If the penance consists of prayers, soon as possible in case of falling
it would be a good thing to say them into grevious sins, and as a preparation for receiving other sacraments
at once.
worthily.

\

OBLIGATION OF CONFESSION.

Haswell's Photographic Parlors,
The third precept of the Church
Essex st., Salem, will be open
makes it a matter of strict obligation
next
week
with extra inducements.
to confess our sins at least ouce a
Sit
in
the day arid avoid the
early
year. But we are also bound to rerush.
ceive the sacrament when iv danger
=
of death; and it is our duty in taking
lli pans Tabules: best liver tonic.
care of our souls, to receive it as
Ripans Tabules cure hives.
»
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Church Calendar.
Sunday, September n.
Fourteenth Sunday after Pentecost.
Gospel, St. Mathew, vi. 24 33: Our Saviour
tells us to trust in God, without anxiety for
temporal things what we shall eat, drink,
and wear. " For your Father knoweth that
you have need of all these Ihings Seek ye.
thereforefirst the kingdom of God and his
justice, and all these things shall be added
unto you."
Feast of the Holy Xame of Mary.
?

Monday, September 12.
St. Guy, Confessor.
St. Albeus, Bishop and Confessor. This
saint is honored as the chief patron of
Munster, in Ireland. He was a disciple of
St. Patrick and worked with him. preaching
and performing miracles, and converted
great numbers of persons. King Kngus
gave him the Island of Arran, where he
founded a monastery. The monks were so
famous for their holiness that the island was
long known as Arran of the Saints. He
ditd in Ireland in the year 525.

Tuesday, September 13.
St. Amatus, Bishop and Confessor.
Wednesday, September 14.

Feast of the Exaltation of the Holy
Cross; St. Catherine of Genoa. In the 4th
century, the Roman Emperor Constantine,
though not then a Christian, called upon
God for help as he was going into battle
against the tyrant Maxentius. Just after he
had finished praying, a bright cross
appeared in the sky, with the words, in
letters of light, " By this sign you shall
conquer." He fought and was victorious.
This wonderful occurrence, the finding of
the true cross, by St. Helen, and the recovery of the cross several hundred years
later, from the infidels, were long celebrated
on this date. The celebration of the finding
of the cross was afterwards transferred to
May 3d.
St. Catherine of Genoa was born of a
noble family, and when 13 years old she
wished to become a nun. Her parents
would not allow this, but married her at 16
to a wild and reckless young nobleman, who
ill treated her, and made her unhappy. By
her prayers and patience she converted him,
and he died a penitent in the third order of
St. Francis. After her husband's death St
Catherine devoted herself wholly to prayer
and good works. She was made superior
of the great hospital in Genoa, and passed
her life in serving the poor and sick.
Thursday, September 15.

St. Nicomedes, Martyr.

Friday, September 16.
SS. Cornelius and Cyprian. St. Cyprian
was one of the early fathers of the Church,
and Bishop of Carthage. His writings are
of great value and authority. In the year
251 he wrote to his people " There is one
God and one Christ, and but one episcopal
chair, originally founded on Peter, by our
Lord's authority. There cannot therefore
be erected another altar or another piiesthood."
1

:

Saturday, September 17.
Stigmata of St. Francis.
About 7CO years ago Francis was born in
the small city of Assisi, in the mountains
of Italy, to the north of Rome. His father
was a rich merchant. Francis was handsome, amiable, and gay ; always joyous and
happy, and universally lovsd and admired.

When he was a young man he joined his
companions in a war against a neighboring
city, was taken prisoner, and confined for a
After his release he was more
thoughtful and serious. One day, when
near the ruins of the Church of St. Damlen,
he heard a voice which told him to repair
and rebuild it. He sold all that he had, and
begged in the streets for money to do the
work. His father opposed him, but Francis
gave up his rights to the property, emptied
his pockets, and even took off his good
clothes and put on the cloak of a laborer.
From this time he gave himself exclusively
to works of piety and charity.
He carried
stones to help the masons in repairing the
church. He went to the hospitals and
washed the lepers and kissed their sores.
Sometimes he was stripped of his cuarso
clothing by robbers, sometimes he gave it to
the poor whom he met by the way. He
was one of the sweetest and gentlest of the
saints. His chaiity and humility won the
admiration of a rich merchant, Bernardo dc
Quintavalle, who sold all his property, gave
the money to the poor, and came to join
Francis to pray and work with him. Pietro
di Catana, a canon of the Cathedral, also
joined them. They received the dress of
St. Francis, a coarse robe of serge, with a
cord about the waist, and this was the beginning of the celebrated order of Franciscans.
Their numbers rapidly increased, so that in
ten years, being called together, no fewer
than 10,000 brothers came to Assisi, barefooted, and clad each in the single coarse
robe.
Francis slept upon the ground, with a
stone or a block of wood for a pillow, ate
but little food, with ashes strewn upon it,
rolled himself in the snow, obeyed the orders
of the young novices, and toward the end of
his life shed so many tears from sorrow for
year.

Religious

STARTLING.

Maxims.

SUNDAY.
Love those who humble and contradict
you, for they are more useful to your perfection than those who flatter you.
Blessed Mafcarit Mary.

This

?

Has No Uncertain
Sound.

How beautiful is life when it is the way
How sweet is death when it is the What Does This Mean To Our
People?
gate of heaven. How welcome to us the
thought that Jesus is occupied so many
times a day in saying the glorious words :
Rings
Hope.
" Well done." How welcome, too, the
thought that there is a thrill of love in his
Heart this hour, in thinking of the time Something Thousands are Seeking
when he will say to each on of us " Well
For.
done."?Father F'aiier.
A Fact of Marvellous Import to
All.
MONDAY.
to God.

It

with a Great and Grand

:

Speak often to others on the love which
Nkwkurg, N. V.? A telegraphic
disus, and the love which we patch from Newburg, N. V-, reveals the fact
ought to have for his Sacred Heart.?St. that a most marvellous change has taken
Liguori.
place in the person of one of its oldest and
,
God abhors the prayers of those who will best known citizens. H. S. Shorter, Esq
is
an old man of 75 years and lives at 391
not listen to the petitions of the poor.?
Broadway, Newburg, N. Y. It appears that
St. Gregory.
Mr. Shorter, who was an extensive lumber
dealer, began to grow languid, got tired easTUESDAY.
ily, was nervous and debilitated, until at last
There is no perfect renunciation of sin,
he became so weak and exhausted that he
but when we forsake it through love of was
just able to drag himself around. He
God.
St. Gregory.
lost flesh and strength so rapidly and beIt is rarely that we fall into error, if we came so alarmingly prostrated that his
are humble, and trust to the wisdom of friends and relatives despaired of his life.
Now came the marvellous change.
others in preference to our own judgment.
Suddenly Mr. Shorter was transformed
Yen. L. dc Blois.
from his condition of extreme weakness to
one of strength ; his nerves grew quickly
WEDNESDAY.
strong and steady, his muscles became vigIn honoring the paints we benefit our- orous, his blood was revivified and enriched,
he gained 15 pounds in weight, and to-day
selves, not them.
St. Bernard.
is in sound and perfect health.
However small it may be, a sin grows if
Such a remarkable transformation in a
we do not check it.
St. Bernard.
man of his age was a nine days' wonder.
Of course the cause was eagerly looked
our Saviour's sufferings, and for the sins of
THURSDAY.
for.
men, that he became nearly blind.
Your correspondent, determined to know
In your ordinary occupations not only
Yet his was a sweet and happy spirit. He
the
truth for the paper's readers, listened
loved not only God and his fellow-men, but strive, like Martha, to accomplish your to the
following astonishing facts from Mr.
music, poetry, flowers, the birds and beasts, work to the glory of God, but like Mary, Shorter's own lips;
and all created things. When he walked in seek to disengage your mind from worldly
" I feel now like a new man !
What do you think of taking an old
the fields and woods the timid young deer and tumultuous thoughts and direct it
"
man of 75 years, physically weak and broken
Yen. L. dc Blois.
would hide its head in the folds of his towards God.
down, and making him feel like a nor again !
cloak, the hares would play about him, the
The soul that loves the Sacred Heart Giving him new life, health and strength,
adding 1 5 pounds of
flesh to his
lizard would creep upon his hand, and the ought to be a gaiden shut against all and
weak and debilitated frame!
birds would fly round him and light upon creatures, and should admit no thoughts
"And all in two months, with three bottles of Dr. Gteen's Nervura blood and
his shoulders. Then he would preach to or affairs which do not relate to God.
nerve remedy ! Well, that is just what has
them of the goodness of God, and of how St. Licuoki.
taken place in me Instead of being weak,
debilitated and exhausted, just able to drag
they should love him, and they would seem
FRIDAY.
around, I feel now like a new man !
myself
to understand.
" I advise all to use Dr. Greene's Nervura
Affliction
the
of
the
strengthens
vigor
For one pious custom we are all indebted
blood and nerve remedy ! "
St.
to St. Francis : He first made a crib, soul, whereas happiness weakens it.
Surely this wonderful remedy is a most
marvellous health restorer, and without
rudely built of rough planks, like that in Gregory.
doubt, the greatest medical discovery of the
Bethlehem, and arranged it in the church
When in the vicinity of a church, if you age.
for Christmas time. This custom is now can possibly do so, make a visit there and
If it can thus give bark health and
to an old man, weakened ana exalmost universal, but then, when it was adore with all your heart the eternal strength
hausted by disease, how much more surely
new, it made a great impression upon the Majesty of God.
Yen. L. dc Blois.
and certainly will it cure the thousands who
are run down, weak, nervous and prostrated,
people. He preached over this first crib
who suffer from poor blood, weak nerves,
fervor
and
extraordinary
power.
with
SATURDAY.
dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation, malaria,
Francis was never ordained priest, as he
kidney and liver complaints, etc For deawake,
In the morning, when you
turn bility it is a speedy restorer of strength and
did not think himself good enough, so he
to God with thy whole heart, and offer thyvigor. It you are run down in health and
was only a deacon.
to strengthen the nerves
self to him entirely as a holocaust for his need a medicine
In the year 1224 he retired to a little hut,
invigorate the blood, tone up the stomach
Mary
Magdalen.
St.
glory.
and regulate the bowels, kidneys and liver,
built among rocks and pine-trees in the
Dr. Gieene's Nervura blood and nerve remStrive
to
be
amiable
in
season
and
out
mountains. There he stayed for a long
edy, which i-; purely vegetable and harmless,
St. Fr ncis dc Sales.
and is the best remedy known in the world.
time, wrapped in prayer and communing of season.
Use it, for it will restore your health and
with God. On the 15th of September, the
strength. You can get it at any druggist's
day after the feast of the Exaltation of the
By patronizing our advertisers you for?!
It is the discovery and prescription of the
Holy Cios.s, his hands and feet were miracwell-known and successful physician. Dr.
assist The Review.
with
wounds
like
those
of
pierced
ulously
Greene of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
the eminent specialist in the cure of nervous
our Lord when nailid to the cross; and
When you want your address and chronic diseases, who can be consulted
there came a wound in his side like that of
free, personally or by letter.
the Roman soldier's spear. These marks changed you should send the old as
(or " stigmata ") remained upon Francis till well as the new address.
The regular season's trade in
?
?
his death.
"Wnll Papers and Window Shades
Altogether St. Francis of Assisi is one of
Are you thinking of having your bong past, the remaining stocks will
the most winning and beautiful figures in all photographs taken ? Do you want be sold at reduced prices. Wall
the long roll of the saints of the Church. unsurpassed workmanship, pleasing Papers from V/i cents.
Window
.le loved God and man, and God surely
results and moderate prices ? If so, Shades always on hand for orders.
loved him. The marks of the wounds of it will pay you to go to S. S. Haswell Any size at short notice at the Bazar,
our Lord were given to Francis »\u25a0 a great of Salem, the leading photographer Vli'6 Cambridge sU-est, Cambridgeport. J.J. Colmatl/
proof of God's lore.
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The sacred
Catholic Missions.

meart

The men barricaded the doors to
their being blown in by the
wind; the women and children,
drenched by the rain, cowered down
on the mats, and I, meanwhile,
placed the vestments and altar linens
in a place of safety.
About six o'clock, the house was
violently shaken two or three times.
Women and children began to weep
and
prevent

DESCRIPTION OF A HURRICANE
IN JAPAN.
In a letterwritten by Father Ferric,
missionary in the Province of Nagasaki, Japan, occurs a description of one
of those sudden and tr mendous
storms of wind and rain to which
that region is peculiarly subject, and
which do so much injury to life and
The account is so
property.
graphic and inteiesting that we reproduce it for our readers.
On the 23d of September, writes
Father Ferric, I was at my house in
Sendai, when, about lhree o'clock in
the afternoon, a strange wind began
to blow from the southeast. Heavy
clouds appeared on the horizon and
seemed to rush on with ever-increasing swiftness.
ORIENTAL CYCLONES.

All were prepared to receive one
of the great down-pours so frequent in warm climates, but no one
imagined that we were on the eve of a

typhoon.
I had already myself seen the effects of those terrible storms which
overturn houses, tear up or break asunder trees measuring several metres

in circumference, and destroy in a
few hours the crops of an entire year.
But the hurricane of which I speak
surpassed anything I could have imagined. Moreover, the oldest inhabitants affirm that in all their life ihey
had never seen such a typhoon, and
your Lordship could not form an
ideaof it if I did not describe in detail what I saw with my own eyes.
The house I lived in at Sendai
was very large and solidly built,
though constructed of timber like all
the Japanese dwellings. I was there
with my catechist, aged thirty-live
years, my cook of two and twenty,
and two orphans of ten and eleven
years. About five o'clock, the wind
and rain becoming more violent, I
ordered all the
DOORS TO BE SHUT.

A few moments after this was done,
knocking was heard from without together with repeated cries.
About ten persons, men, women
and children, had come to ask for
shelter. Their clothes, blown about
by the wind, were streaming with
rain. Among the number was an old
woman so ill that she could hardly

stand.

" We were afraid to

stay at home"

said the poor people when they came
in ; " our house shook in the wind
and threatened to fall every moment;
be so good as to allow us to stay a

while with you."

UTTER CRIES OF DESPAIR,

Several clung to my garments im
ploring me to save them. I was no
longer free in my movements. No
one listened to a word I said.
It would be imprudent to remain
any longer in a house toltering under
the attacks of the storm. In the
midst of the tumult and bewilderment I had to exercise an act of supreme authority and organize an escape for life.
" Be silent, all! " I cried in a
threatening tone ; " if not, I will save
myself and leave you all where you
are."
The words made an impression
and produced a momentary silence.
I gave the poor sick woman into the
care of two men, confided my little
orphans to the catechist, and commanded all to go out one after another as soon as I opened the door,
and retire to the house of the doctor
of the locality.
This house, better sheltered from

the wind, stood about 300 feet off.
Hardly had I finished speaking when
a blast of wind, stronger than any
of the preceding, violently shook the
house, a fearful crash was heard:
half of the building fell to the ground !
By a special protection of divine
Providence, the apartment in which
we were assembled remained standing, but the roof was carritd away.
Every one got out safe and sound,
while I remained alone to keep the
door. In spite of the danger I could
not help casting a glance at the
ruins I saw that the lamp was still
burning in the middle of the room.
Without calculating the danger, T
rushed to put it out. In the twinkling of an eye it was done.
I had hardly time to perceive that
pieces of the timber were falling and
the broken doors flying around me.
I got off with a slight wound in the
heel.
At last I reached the outsids.

:

ALL HAD ESCAPED

without accident. For an instant I
regard -d the ruins of the demolished
house, but nothing could be done
just then. Branches of trees, tiles,
fragments of wood were falling in
every direction ; it was dangerous to
remain there ; and I took my way to
the doctor's house.
A few steps farther on I came
upon my cook cowering behind a
bamboo hedge
Father " said he, sobbing aloud,
" when I did not see you coming
after us I thought you were dead!
Are you not hurt ? "

Meanwhile the wind rose higher
and higher, the thatch of the roofs
and the branches of the trees were
blown about the sky ; the sinking
sun, obscured by clouds, gave only an
uncertain light. I made every one
retire to the room which serves me
as a chapel, ordered my cook to put
out the kitchen fires and light one
There is nothing the matter with
solitary lamp in the middle of the me," I replied ; give me your arm ;
room in which we were assembled. let us keep firmly together to resist

"
"

:

"

review.

the wind, and proceed to the doctor's
house."
On the way we were in water
above the knees; in every direction
were piles of straw torn from the
roofs, bundles of bamboos, boards,
and broken doors.
Here we had to pass across the
roof of an overturned house, farther
on we were obliged to creep through
the branches of a tree that obstructed
the road ; moreover it was impossible
to keep one's eyes open, to such an
extent were our faces lashed by the
wind-driven rain.
At one moment, we had to separate in oider to find a passage. A
g"-eat fallen tree, against which were
accumulated branches, straw, planks
and bamboos, completely closed the
way.
When I had passed through I
waited a moment for my companion.
I called him. No answer. I returned to see whether he was not entangled in the rubbish, and then
ran in all haste to the doctor's house,
where I was agreeably surprised to
find my cook waiting for me at the
door.
" Father," said he, I did not like
to leave without you, but I was so
pierced with cold ! I thought I
should have dropped dead on the
road. I saved myself in all haste."
In the doctor's house more than
two hundred persons were huddled
together on the mats.
I noticed at once my two little orphans shivering with cold and uttering the most piteous cries :
" Where is the Father ! Where is the
Father ! He must be lying dead under the house ! " they sobbed.
The catechist pointed me out to
them safe and sound; but it was all
in vain, they would not be comforted. In their distraction they
were quite unabk to recognize me.
True, they were not accustomed to
see me in the condition I presented at
that moment, without my soutane,
which had been left on the road.
Finally, the poor little fellows had to
be brought to me, and not until I
spoke to them could I make them
recognize me.

"

[TO

BE
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To most people the dining room is the
the house. Its
furnishings should be of the most tasty
character.
We want the food to TASTE GOOD
AND THE ARTIST'S TASTE GOOD.
We have some very beautiful things in
Dining Room Furniture. Sideboards of
more than 100 different styles, mostly in
antique quartered oak, and some in walnut
and mahogany, prices from $10.00 to
$125.00. A very fine oak board with
French bevel mirrors for only $25.00.
This is one of our best bargains.
Our Dining Tables of many styles, from
most enjoyable room in

from $6.00 to $75.00.
A beautiful Heavy Oak 8-Foot Table for

$ 15.00.
"Solid Oak Dining Chairs of more than 50
different designs, prices from $1.00 to

A good strong oak chair for

$10.00.
$1.50.

We have in stock the most elaborate display of Parlor and Chamber Sets that have
ever graced the floors of our Warerooms,
and at prices that are commanding quick
sales.
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Send 'O cents for our illustrated catalogue
price list of all kinds of Furniture.
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free.
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STURTEVANT & HALEY,

From the report of the great Catholic
missionary society, the association for the
Propagation of the Faith, it appears that
the diocese of Hoston gave, last year, 21,862
francs to the society; more than was given
38and40F.H,
by any other diocese in the United States.
The smallest contribution was from the dio- Holds ;iiul Families a Nprrialty.
TelephontConntctiol
cese of Galveston, which contributed 53
francs, or a little more than ten dollars.
The largest contribution in Ireland was keep away from the Baptist teiritory, and
from the diocese of Dublin, and the small- both promising to let alone the natives
est from Achonry.
allotted to the Congregationlists, and so on.
This is all right among missionaries who
Rkv. A. R. Buckland, speaking at a believe that one religion is as good as
conference at Grindelwald, about missionary another, at least for black men. But Cathprogress, declared that one of the great prob- olic missionaries think that the savages
lems is "the comity of missions, against ought to have the best. They do not give
which Rome is the chiefoffender." If we their lives to spread a religion which they
understand this, Mr. Buckland means by are ready to swap against that of any wan"comity of missions" an arrangement be- dering preacher who may come along and
tween missionaries of different churches, talk about the comity of missions." They
"
by which the territDry is parcelled out mean to spread the one and only true faith
among them, the Methodists agreeing to wherever they can* and they do it.

Beef and Supply Company,
Market, Boston.
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perance stands out the unapproach-

Temperance.

able chief."
TOTAL ABSTINENCE.
We do not assert that the total
abstainers are holier than others, but
we do assert, an abstract principle, that the total abstinence practiced through the supernalural motive is a high act of virtue most
agreeable to Gcd, and most deserving
of reward at his hands. The motive
may be charity for one's self. We
dread the sin of intemperance, and
that we may more certainly escape it,
we resolve to shun even the remote
approaches. With this motive, total
abstinence becomes the perfection,
the heroic form of temperance, as the
evangelical counsels are the heroic
forms of chastity, obedience to God's
will, and detachment from earthly
goods. The motive may be mortifi
cation or self denial a virtue so
salutary, so necessary for Christian
life, so earnest'y recommended to
us by the Saviour in word and example. It may, too, be charity for the
neighbor. Some there are who
practically cannot use intoxicating
liquor without being carried to excess. Our example of total abstinence may lead them to to'al abstinence, ard we will have saved their
souls. Total abstinence, a necessary measure for our brethren, will be
for us an act of heroic charity. The
practice of total abstinence through
the motives I have named is, undoubtedly, in Catholic theology, a
more meritorious act than the using
of intoxicating liquors simply because their use is not prohibited.
Intemperance we condemn; temperance we allow ; total abstinence we
commend. In regard to the latter,
I have no commandment of the
Lord, but I give counsel." ?Archbishop Ireland.
?

"

INTEMPERANCE THE MOTHER OF
ALL CRIMES.
Cardinal McCabe,

of

Dublin,

wrote :

By order of the Bureau of Statistics of Labor in Boston, a close investigation was made, during the
year iSBi,into all crimes for which
sentences were passed in S' ff ilk
County, for the purpose of ascertain
ing the exact share which, in the
commission of these crimes, belongs
to intoxicating drink. The report of
the Bureau concludes with these
words :
"The figures paint a picture, at
once the most faitlitul and hid
eous, of the guilt and power of rum.
Men and women, the \oung, the middle-aged and the old, father and son,
husband and wife, native and foreign born, the night-walker and manslayer, the thief and adulterer all
testify to its ramified and revolting
tyranny. The result of the investigation . calls for earnest and immediate attention at the bar of public opinion and the public conscience
of Massachusetts."
The condition of things in Massachusetts is certainly no worse than
the condition of things in other
?

. .

States.

A PHYSICAL ILL RESULTING FROM
ALCOHOLISM.

" Alcohol exercises a paralyzing
ffect on the nerves, and consequently, on the walls of the bloodt

vessels which are endowed.with a
regular network of fine nerves," says
Father Zurcher, in " Handcuffs for
Alcoholism."
"The Wood that
courses through the human frame is
composed of thousands of tiniest
globules. Richardson states that
' Some blood-vessels which are only
large enough to allow one bloodglobule one three-thousandth of an
inch in diameter to pass through
them, possess the power of contraction.' When this power of contraction is lessened, as it is by the use of
alcohol, too much blood passes
through the veins, the result is a
flushed appearance, even among
many who use alcohol but moderately.
When the small blood-vessels resume their strength and necessary
power of contraction, they are not
always able to expel this excess of
blood which is not, as it appears to
the naked eye, a flowing liquid only,
but is made out of thousands of red
and white floating globules. Some
of the elements in the blood that are
needed therein may cling to the
inner surface of the veins, and lay
the foundation of what is called fatty
degeneration.
" Again, alcohol contracts the
blood globules ; takes from them their
.uundness and smoothness, leaving
them in a condition to clot together,
and crowd up the veins when distended, and choke them up entirely
?

" Intemperance is the source
of nearly all our crimes and
misfortunes. Thousands of prema
ture graves tell of its ravages. Our
workhouses are thronged wkh victims. Its baleful tyranny is rilling our jails with criminals. The
deep wail of woe, the moan of despair that bursts continually from
wretched homes, tell of misery
through the land which God alone
can measure."
The Protestant Archbishop of
Canterbury, in England, writes
It is a dreadful evil, eating out
the" very heart of society, destroying
domestic life among our working

:

classes, and, perhaps, doing more
harm than any other cause that could
be named in this age. It is the pro
lific source of misery, poverty and
crime."
Said Lord Chief Justice Coleridge,
in

A report of a committee to the
Dominion House of Commons, in
1875.says:
"We find, on examining the reports of the Prison Inspectors for
the provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
that out of 28,289 committments to
the jails for three years, 21,236 were
committed either for drunkenness or
for crimes perpetrated under the influence of drink."

1877 :

If we could make England sober,
we might shut up nine-tenths of our

"

jails."
Chief Justice Noah Davis, of New
York, writes:
" Of all the causes of crime, intern-

?

)
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when they contract.
The
once healthy artery eventually looks
like a compact silvery cord or thread
of a clear and pleasirg appearance.
In spite of the injury
".
which alcohol does to the veins,
nearly all of those who use alcoholic
beverages possess the illusion that
alcohol benefits the circulation of the
blood. It is true that it quickens
the pulse ; but it cannot be beneficial
on that account. Nobody claims
that fever benefits the circulation be
cause it accelerates the pulse. But
it is easy to become sophisticated
concerning things which please the
appetite. What are pathetic pleadings for strong drinks but thin disguises in which human frailty tries to
seek refuge ! Many people find alco
holic potations connected with such
alluring sensations that the merest
plausibility is sufficient to convince
them that alcohol mitigates their ail-

. .

ments.

alcohol increases the
action of the heart, yet in reality it
retards the motion of the blood, and
thus jams the formation of fatty sediments in the blood-vessels.
The smallest veins are first affected
by alcohol," continues " Handcuffs
for Alcoholism." "This is the
reason why the liver, the kidneys,
and the biain, which contain an
abundance of very minute bloodvessels, are usually the first organs
to suffer from alcoholic congestion,
paralysis, and fatty degeneration."

" Although

1
M

X
\u25a0

X
\u25a0

M
I

1

W

\
M
I

fare. The loss of health more than
equals the consequences of malaria
in the most unhealthy regions of the
globe. The waste of land can be
estimated only by millions of .square
miles, devoted to the production of
good-stuffs to be devouredby breweries and distillers. The loss of labor
divertsfrom useless or harmless pursuits the energies of some thirty to
forty millions of our fellow men.
The moral loss is not confined to
the direct influence of ihe brutalizing
poison. The liquor traffic defiles
all participants of a transaction
which involves a sin against nature, a
crime against society and posteiity,
and an outrage against the moral
instincts of all unprejudiced human
beings."

A STAPLE ARTICLE.

IPS
Soap
4mm

TRADE. MARK.

Felix S. Oswold truly says:
Alcohol
in the course of the last
"
has proved a direr
years
2000
enemy to the human race than war,
pestilence and the rage of allthe hostile elements of nature taken together W. B. HASTINGS & CO.,
Unquestionable statistics demonINSURANCE.
strate the fact that the total loss of
Cambridge St., E. Cambridge.
life (by shortening the average human

The standard never varies
89

Exchange Building;,

longevity) caused by strong drink, 53 State St,
equals the havoc of perennial warBoom

Boston, Maw,

980.
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player. This sort of thing should be or suffer severe damage to his repleft to the poor colored man who utation for honesty, humanity and
dreams of a black cat or a smoky justice.
chimney and at once consults his tatThe proposal of the Catholic
tered five cent dream-bookand finds
Columbian
to form an association to
the number on which to stake the
pray for the conversion of America
hard-earned pennies which he ought

It published simultaneously in Boston
and Cambridge, Mass., every Saturday,
under the auspices of several clergymen
of the archdiocese of Boston, by Rev.
John O'Brien.
Boston address, 258 Washington Street.
Cambridge address, 83 Otis St., East Cambridge.
All communications regarding advertising should be sent to 258 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.

One Dollar.
Five Cents.

Yearly Subscription,
Single Copies.

many Catholics voting with them
and helping to give them political
power, they may feel compelled to
be more just; at the same time, we
believe now, as always, that if the

French Catholics had a little political sense, and would vote together,
has been received with favor by
they would soon bring these roaring
to give to his wife for food and rent.
Men of sense and intelligence should Catholics throughout the country. infidels to terms.
The society promises to be strong
be above it.
and in fervor.
The Heraldprints an extraordinary
Another question is, can the men in numbers
editorial
article in excuse we might
who conduct these games do so with
The
question,
Who
is
the
biggest
in
say
a clear conscience ? The policy
justification of a recent
fool
on
earth
?
is
an
interesting
one.
defaulter
who has come to grief.
shop means ruin for many and povbelieve
that
he
lives
Many
persons
of the story are simple
for
all
who
it.
The
elements
patronize
The
erty
owners make a living from the weak in Rome and sends occasional cable and unhappily all too common. A
ness and folly of their fellow-men. If despatches to this country about the trusted business man runs very
the g;ime is conducted honestly it is Pipe and Catholic affairs. His heavily into debt, which he has no
gamb'ing and nothing else. If it is latest despatch, saying that the Pope right to do. For relit f he plunges
would not interfere this year in our into western grain speculation, which
managed dishonestly it is of course
presidential
election, though it was he, like every one else, knew to be
simple robbery. In either case it is
his
usual
custom
to do so, was more the riskiest sort of gambling. Havimpossible to see how a man can enthan ordinarily foolish, besides being ing nothing to pay with, in case he
gage in it without sin.
an extremely impudent falsehood. should lose, he had no shadow of
Even the Transcript, which printed right to do this. Plunging still
Publishers and booksellers we
it,
could not quite stand it, and took deeper into debt he was compelled
believe agree in saying that the dein an editorial paragraph.
back,
it
to " twist and turn in every direction
mand for trashy novels in cheap form
to keep his accounts straight."
is rapidly decreasing. We notice that
For
who
are
at
ence
wellpersons
Translated from Herald language
one of our big city stores, which has
and
there
is
needed
informed
candid
into plain English this doubtless
for years sold tons of this stuff from
old means that he made false entries in
no
to
the
disprove
evidence
its "book department," is now offeropposed his books. Next he took property
ing a complete line of a cheap and slander that the Church is
Bible. For the which was not his and put it up as
to
the
of
the
reading
popular series at ten cents a dozen
volumes. This we take to be an un- sake of those who do not know the security for his debts. The end
mistakable as it is a welcome evi- truth we mention the fact that Mgr. came as usual in his right to avoid beof Erlau, has ing arrested as a criminal. The Herald
dence that the public is getting tired Sammassa, Archbishop
at
his
own
published
expense an finds that he never had a thought of
of trash and turning to something
of the Holy Scriptures in the defrauding or defaulting, such men
edition
better.
Hungarian language. He has pre- by the way, never have,-? says that
The latest and most striking use sented 5,000 copies to the Society of he was simply trying to make the
of the electriccurrent is announced by St. Stephen, to be sold by them at best of things amid adverse circumMr. T. F. Seward, of New York, who the lowest possible price, so that the stances," and finally declaies that his
apparently purposes to substitute it poorest person may have one.
honesty and integrity speak for
for the Holy Spirit. Mr. Seward has
themselves.
started a Brotherhood of Christian
The experiment of the people of
The Herald .is not usually sentiUnity," with a newspaper to boom Victoria, Australia, in conducting mental unless it pays. Some one
it. His programme is not very schools without religion, produced must have had an unusally strong
definite, but he expects all the some absurd results. Longfellow's " pull " to get so open and so absurd
churches to work together, and he poem, "The Wreck of the Hesperus," a plea for dishonesty inserted in its
predicts that the Christian sentiment was in the reading course, but some editorial columns. We protest most
in every community will be like a one noticed this verse :
earnestly against any such attempt
giant dynamo," " from which the
Then ihe m.mlui clasped her hands and prayed to make wrong appear right and to
That saved she might be,
proper share of the electric current
represent the man who lives beyond
And she thought of Christ who stilled the wave
will be directed in every channel
his means, speculates, falsifies acOn the Lake of Galilee. ?
according to its need." While Mr.
what does not belong
Here was an allusion to our Sav- counts, takes
Seward is wailing for the various
to him, and finallyruns away to avoid
iour and to a miracle. This might
churches to unite and woik together,
being arrested as a criminal we
offend some body, or it might do the
he might employ his energies in exprotest against the attempt to make
children harm, so it was struck out.
plaining in his paper how he can
him out an honest but unfortunate
Is this the sort of absolutely secular
oppose sectarianism and yet not
a martyr to adverse circumand " non-sectarian " school that our man,
object to denominationalism, exhibitThis is precisely the view
good Protestant friends wish to see stances."
ing the' difference between sects and
and embezzlers,
that
the
defaulters
in Boston ?
in Canada and elsewhere, take of
denominations. He might also tell
themselves, but it is a view that the
us (though not so important a point),
A Paris correspondent of the Sun,
community cannot afford to take,
how long it is since the electric whose letters attract very wide atand which moralists, aside from the
current deserted wires and took to tention, writing of the great Repub- Herald, must sternly reject.
running in channels. There are lican gains in the recent French
some noted people on his advisory elections, says: "The pacification
board, any one of whom could no which we witness to-day is excludoubt clear up these matters off hand. sively the work of Leo XIII. and of
the repeated counsels, followed by
A letter in the St. Louis Republic, formal orders, by which he imposed VISIT ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC CEMETERI
." To
from Albuquerque, New Mexico, silence upon the agitators.
confirmation
to
Mr.
seems
to be
us in this country there
gives strong
in
the
French
Transcript
Lummis' charges
but one reason why
Catholics
against Indian Commissioner Mor- might not as well be Republicans as
gan's treatment of the Pueblo In- anything else in politics that is
dians. Facts to which Mr. Lummis the fact that the actual leaders of
M. J. MUNDY,
Dealer in
alluded are given in detail, and the the Republican party over there,
charges are so direct and plain, and who have the government in their
we may add so very serious, and, if hands, are bitterly hostile, not only
Jlo*dßtoi.eu, C»me*«ry
Curbing
and Vaseo.
true, so disgraceful, that General to the Church but to all religion and
Morgan mttit answer th«m at »ne«
t« Rod. Now that th«r«
are *o 19 CsmßDdgff Street;
f !i*t Cambridge.
?

?

KV Thi Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered
every week in St. John's Seminary, Brighton, tor the
spiritual and tempoml welfare nf nur subscribers.
Entered as second-ctass matter at the Boston Post
Office, Dec. 1, 1888.
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Saturday, Sept. 10, 1892.
OUR OBJECT.

:

Te gather and publish every week ?
i. What the best writers, Protestant and Catholic,
hare written regarding the labors of the Church to
elevate and improve man's condition.
s. What has been written to explain, illustrate,
and defend the doctrines, devotions, and practices of
the Church.
To answer questions on these topics.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
It is to be hoped that the failure of
the Iron Hall, the strongest of all
the endowment orders, has given the
finishing touch to the unhappy business in this country. During the
excitement and even frenzy which
possessed so many persons with regard to these orders, we repeatedly
warned our readers to have nothing
to do with them. But there «s always a charm about the idea of getting something for nothing, and the
temptation was too strong for many
thousands of persons who now mourn
their folly. But besides the folly of
it, which now is so plain to everybody, there is a moral question.
Has a man the right to risk his substance in what is in effect a gambling
venture ?
The same question maybe asked
even more forcibly as to plajing pol
icy, the game at which so many
thousands of dollars are so hopelessly squandered each week in every
city of the Union. Policy is gambling, plain and undoubted. It is a
most foolish form of gambling because the player does not know that
it is honestly conducted. In fact
those who know say that it is run dishonestly, so that the young man who
puts his quarter or his d-llar on a
certain combination does not get
even the slim chances that he pays
for. If the people who run it want
him to win, he will win. If not, he
loses. Once in a while, if they see
that a player is getting discouraged
or disgusted, they let him win a little
to encourage him and get him to put
in more money. But it is asserted
that the whole thing is dishonest, or
what is called in such circles a
skin game."
It seems, then, that a man might
better take a certain part of his earn
ings each week and throw it into the
river. He would get rid of his
money just the same, and he would be
free from the suspense, the excitement, the disappointment and the deef th« polity
inor»H*ing as»e«ii»ttan»
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A Veteran's Story

MMr.

Joneph Hem.
nierich, an old soldier,
529 E. 14Gth St., K. Y.
City, writes us voluntarily. In 18C2, at the
battle of Fair Oaks, he

Jealousy is one of the lowest and
most despicable and hateful passions

of the human breast. We all despise
was stricken with
and denounce it, yet how many intyphoid tferer, and
after a long struggle in dulge
it! Some, we believe, indulge
hospitals, lasting sevit unconsciously; but others deliberal years, was discharged
as incurable
=
erately aud from maliceaforethought.
Jos. Hemmench.
with Contiamptioß.
Doctors said both lungswere affected and he Its baneful influence is felt in every
could not live long, but a comrade urged him
department of society. It is so
to try Hood's Sarsapirilla. Before he had
finished one bottle his cough began to get loose,
utterly and diametrically opposed to
the choking sensation left, and night sweats
grew less and less. He is now in good health
the true Christian spirit that the only
and cordially recommends
wonder is that men or women calling
themselves Christian could ever for a
as a general blood purifier and tonic medicine, especially to his comrades i;t the G. A. It.
moment be guilty of indulging it.
HOOD'S PILLS are hand made, and are perYet the Church is made up of cockle
fect in composition, proportion and appearance.
as well as wheat, and sometimes, unfortunately, the cockle seems to prePASSAGE
TICKETS
dominate, and even nominally Christian people are found so under the
influence of this hateful failing that
they are ready to resort to any means,
however unworthy, to accomplish
their purpose. Jealousy sometimes
leads to murder. Then everybody is
horrified, and cries out against the
TO AND FROM
wickedness of the murderer. But
how much less criminal is it to stab
IRELAND
the reputation of one's friend or
BT Alt THE BEST LINKS.
neighbor in the dark, and ruin his
Money Orders for One Pound Sterling, character, his influence, and his prosand upwards,
pects in life?
At the Lowest Boatoii Prices,
It would be impossible in the comAT
pass of a single article to trace the
evil effects of this wicked passion in
MAKTJN J. ROCHE'S
all its ramifications. It is manifested
Store,
SteamshipOffice and Catholic Book
in what is called society.
particularly
13 BOW STRKKT,
It
is
not,
perhaps,
surprising, that
A few doors from City Square.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

?

?

Charlentown, Mass.
Bgg*" Mail and Express orders promptly attended to

an

intense

rivalry

should

exist.

Pride, ambition, love of money, and
love of pleasure naturally stimulate
the desire to excel our neighbors, aud
to surpass them in all those things
Interior Decorators of
which are commonly esteemed
essential to happiness or distinction
by the devotees of the world. But
*
Boston, Mass.
27 Beach Street,
that Christians that Catholics
Ketablißhed IH.">*.
should be imbued with that spirit,
and carried away by that worldly
ambition, this, indeed, is strange.
Unfortunately this spirit is not conOrders Tabn in Jamaica Plain
fined to the rich and well-to-do, but
Every Wednesday.
it pervades all classes.
Let a man, through his own industry or good fortune, become more
1:111 Wmdiint'ton sired, Boston.
fig" Send Postal to call.
prosperous than his neighbors in the
same rank in life, and immediately
.A.. 3VE. U. C3-.
the hateful passion of jealousy is
excited. He is accused of being
stuck up," they call it
proud,
perhaps
they will insinuate that
and
7tfl Harr soil Avenue.
not
come
by his prosperity in
This institution, under the care of Fathers of the he has
Society of Jesus, is intended for day scholars only.
most honorable
in
the
The classical department begins the study of the business
Ancient Languages, and conducts the student through manner. They are sure, too, to rake
the ordinary co.legiate curse to graduation.
An English Department, lately added at the earnest
His parents,
solicitation of the Most Rev. Archbishop, is intended up his antecedents.
to last four years, and to embrace such blanches as are
were
in
humble life,
poor,
perhaps,
requisite for a non-profes.-ional or business life.
begi so? rhe first Monday of SepThe first session
stain,
some
some
fault may
possibly
tember; the second on the first Monday of February.
Terms, $30 per session of five months, payable in
attached
to
one
or
both
of them.
have
advance.
Catalogues may be obtained at the CATHOLIC No matter what it may have been, it
BOOKSTORES or at the COLLEGE.
is whispered about ?perhaps openly
talked of to his injury. It makes no
difference that the fault-finders are
DKALKKS IN
themselves perhaps in the same box.
They act as if their record were unimpeached and unimpeachable.
77 Leverett St., Boston.
urcKi for SoH4 troaS*
In politics this feeling of jealous
rivalry leads to faction and rebeltor a few inlion against the opinion of the majordustrious, reliable Catholics willing to trtvel short
ity. Faction fights, in which all the
distances. Apply with references to
rMN/H.r-K BROS..
bad passions ara aroused, and men
$6 ami J3 Jt>«r«i*y »>«»\u25a0\u2666, y»% VWk City.
Open
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at no means, however questionable, to accomplish their ends, are
simply disgraceful to those who participate in them. They arc not satisfied with appeals to reason they are
not willing to submit to the decision
of the majority, but they are determined to carry their point by fair
means or foul, and the peace and
good order of the community are disturbed, and a whole class of respectable, law-abidingcitizens are brought
into disgrace to satisfy the jealous
rivalry of an upstart, unlledged politician who imagines that he is as
good perhaps a better man than
his opponent, and he is determined
by hook or by crook that his claims
to recognition shall not beoverlooked.
But it is in religion that this hateful spirit becomes most obnoxious
and disgusting. Jt is seen in parish
work, in religious and benevolent
societies. Indeed it seems almost
impossible for our people to act together. Whether it is for the want
of proper education, lack of experience, or from personal or national
characteristics, the fact is that jealous rivalry too often proves the very
bane of our parish life and prosperity.
Even our sodalities, confraternities,
and other church societies, are not free
from its pernicious influence. The
annual election of prefect and other
officers often furnishes occasion for
the development of this spirit of
rivalry, and they are not slow to resort to the tricks
the finesse and
the wire-pulling of the politicians.
Difference of opinion is of course

THE BANE OF JEALOUS RIVALRY. stick
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for the sake of the cause of Holy
Church, let us all strive to cultivate
a spirit of modesty and true Christian humility. Let us pray for that
disinterested charity which leads us
to rejoice in another's success, and
be willing to labor for the glory of
God and the salvation of souls,
tliough others may have the credit of
our labors. Let the spirit of the
motto, nolo episcopari pervade all
classes, all societies, and all departments of the Church, and let us learn
to act together in a spirit of concession and conciliation, remembering
that in all associations, whether for
mutual benefit or for charitable work,
the only guarantee for perpetuity and
success is in a hearty adoption of the
true, democratic rule of cordial subalways allowable and always to be
mission to the majority.
expected in every association. But
when a member, through a spirit
Scholars and students of history
of
and
ambitious
jealousy
everywhere
are looking eagerly to
rivalry, goes to work deliberately to
Vatican
library,
the
whose treasures
get himself elected, and forms a
are
gradually
becoming
known.
faction, and agitates and electioneers,
Lists
and
catalogues
being
are
now
he shows conclusively that he does
some
of
the
valudescribing
issued,
not know what spirit he is of. Cerable
books
and
remanuscripts
tainly he is the farthest possible from
added
to
the
cently
library.
the true spirit of Christian modesty
ami humility. It is bad enough for
The Essex County C. T. A. Union
a man to set out to get himself
held
its annual convention at Lynn,
elected to a political otiice without
Labor
Day, and choose the following
being called by the voice of the
for the ensuing year Presiofficers
people; but in a religious society it
William
dent,
E. Hill, Salem ; viceis entirely out of place, incompatible
Frank
E. Donohue,
presidents,
with the objects aimed at, and the
and
Miss
Delia Delury,
Georgetown,
spirit by which every member should
recording
secretary,
Lynn;
John
be animated, and it does vast injury
Hayes,
corresponding
Peabody;
to those societies.
Sometimes a benevolent person secretary, Mathias Roche, Haverwill originate a work of true Chris- hill ; treasurer, Thomas R. McDerL.
tian charity, and iv the midst of a mott, Danvers ; deputies, James
Smith,
successful and honorable career a Murphy, Salem ; Thomas E.
Lawrence;, Michael B. Mooney,
note of discord is heard. Some
Michael, J. Murphy, Peabody ;
member of the association who Lynn ;
Butler, Lawrence ; James
Nellie
imagines himself or herself to be as Miss
Edward O'I'rien,
Mechan,Groveland;
gootl if hot better than the leader,
Marblehead
Edward
;
F. Hafey,
and agitatedwith a spirit of jealousy,
Bever
y
Riley,
Ipswich
; Miss
;
James
goes to work deliberately to under; John McGrath,
Mary
Doherty,
Lynn
mine his influence, to the great detri;
ivan, M. H.
ment of the society. In fact the Lawrence C. E. Sul
Keliher,
Mubin,
Lynn.
J.
J.
interests of the society do not seem
The Union numbers 20 societies
to weigh at all with these disaffected
a membership of 2,455.
with
persons. Their object is not to
The
annua! parade will be at Danbuild up, but to pull down not to
vers
Oct.
10, and the next convenpromote the interest of the charitable
tion
will
be
held at Father Mathew
work, but to blacken the reputation
Peabody.
Hall,
and destroy the influence of the leader.
Addresses were made by Rev.
What is the lesson? For God's Edwin Dolan of Lynn and Mr.
sake, aud William Goveney p( Somerville.
sake, fur our awn »«ul'»
?
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have not long to live, and it's many
Alone my grandmother stood, with
and many a year since I went to con- clasped bards, and eyes strain ng
fession."
into the darkness, her heart too lull
The good chaplain of the hospital for words. The man whom she k>vi d
hurried to the bedside of ihe dying was one of the brave liftb >at crew.
man, and the interview was not a
Morning broke at last. Then ble
short one. With the utmost fervor men were all safe ; but only one li c
he made his peace with God, was was saved, a little child, a tiny til,
anointed and received Holy Commu- with masses of soft, golden ctrls,
nion, and after the Sister had helped and eyes of d» epest blui.
him to make his thanksgiving he
Li'tle May was soon fu'd d in my
opened his heart to her and told her grandmother's arms. And lor many
that although from boyhood he had a long day she worked early and late
led a wild and reckless life, and had to provide the liitle one witu food
not once approached the sacraments and clothing. She had ltarned to
from the time of his first Holy Com- love the little stranger with a young
munion, he had always preserved girl's love and often she held the
some remnant of the love for our child in her strong arms and held
Blessed Mother, which his own Irish her up to wa'ch the fishing boats
mother had endeavored to plant in come into the bay. And when, some
his heart when he was a child. On time later, my grandmother married,
enrolling himself in one of the militia my good grandfather made no objeccompanies formed so rapidly in those tion to little May sharing their home.
troubled times, he had procured a
All efforts to find her relatives had
pair of Scapulars among the first hitherto proved fruitless. However,
articles of his regalia, thus placing the child grew up a comfort and a
himself under the protection of her blessing to all around her.
who was to protect him so visibly in
Hard times came when my mother
the end.
was six years old. My grandfather
His touching prayer to our Lady, lost his sight, the little boat had to
when left among the dead and dying, be sold, and, but for my grandwas prompted no doubt by the Scap- mother's bright faith, she would
ulars to which he clung so fervently, neverhave borne up under her heavy
and she "to whom no one ever had trials. It was then that May showed
recourse without obtaining relief," her gratitude. Day after day the
inspired his soldier companion to go well-filled basket of fish was sold.
back to him before life was extinct,
Many a glance of admiration was
and strengthened him miraculously cist upon the fair young maiden, as,
until his soul was renewed in the with brave steps she made her way
Blood of the Lamb.
to m. rket.
After the great efforts consequent
The winter had been sadly dark
on his reception of the sacraments, and long. Pinching care had made
he seemed to rally for a few hours, itself felt, and often the blue eyes of
but then sank into a state of com- the fisher-maiden would fill with tears
plete exhaustion, and in the evening as she noted the household goods
of the second day after his arrival at disappearing one by one. The poor,
the hospital his soul went forth to sightless eyes were saved this sad
meet the merciful Judge, who in sight.
Grandmother's one thought
accord with his Mother's intercession was to keep the. trouble from poor
had granted so rare a chance of sal- grandfa'her.
vation to one of his unworthy
It was early spring; the woods
creatures.
were covered with primroses and violets ; it was a never-to-be-forgotten
A KIND ACTION AND ITS REWARD. day when May singing softly, made
her way past the woods. Another
Don't stop and consider when mile and she would reach her best
your heart prompts you to do a kind customers, and she might hope to
action ; do it at once (if the doing of find her load lighter on her homeit injures no one), for if you dt-lay, ward way.
An uncommon sight, a stranger on
the opportunity may never come
the road, made May lift her eyes.
again.
What influenced the stranger to
Once, when a very little child, I
remember hearing a story which ask the girl in low sweet tones, the
price of her fish.
fastened itself on my mtmory.
The basket tottered and almost
My grandmother's home was on a
wild, rocky coast. Night after night, fell as those silvery tones sounded
awakening
in the winter, she would lie awake on the young girl's «ars
listening to the dash of the waves memories of a far-off past. Was it a
dream ? or had she in her far-off childagainst the rocks.
was
a
of
hood
girl
One night when she
seen that face ?
eighteen, a wild storm came on.
Bending forward with an unspoken
Quickly all the village folks were depth of feeling in her eyes, the lady
astir, but the thick darkness made pushed aside the mass of golden hair.
the willing hands well-nigh unless.
There, on the right temple, were
the
surging,
over
two
deep scars.
Out
crested
waves went the lifeboat with its
A moment more, and May was
brave crew, to strive and rescue some folded in her mother's arms. The
of the men known to be in sore peril long-lost darling was found at last.
on the Sandflight rocks, where many
From that hour bright days
a life had been lost.
dawned for my grandmother, and
There was nought for the watchers pinching care took flight.
on the beach to do but to pray and
The kind action had indeed brought
wait.
its own reward.
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VILLANOVA

COLLEGE,

Conducted by the Augustinian Fathers, is situated in one of the most beautiful and
healthful locations in the country, ten mile* west of Philadelphia on the Pennsylvania
R.R ,on an elevation of 500 feet over the Delaware river.
The course of study is very thorough, and every opportunity is afforded to those who
wish to advance themselves in special branches.
For particulars write to Y. Rev. C. A. McEvoY, O. S. A., President.
Villanova College, Delaware Co., Pa.

THE LORD'S PRAYER.

gained strength and speech enough

BY GEORGE WITHER.

to cry out, "I will not die, I will
not die; for the love of God take
me out of this."

Our Father, who in heaven art,
We sanctify thy
Thy kingdom come thy will be done
In heaven and earth the same
Give us this day our daily bread
And us forgive thou so,
As we on them that us offend
Forgiveness do bestow:
Into temptation lead u« not,
But us from evil free :
For thine the kingdom, power, and praise
Is, and shall ever be.

name:

:

:

:

:

CONFIDENCE IN MARY.
BY A SISTER OF MERCY.

A poor young so'dier had received
a bullet wound in the chest in
General Foster's attack on Goldsborough, North Carolina, and was
left for dead on the field. One of
the ambulances which were sent to
bear the wounded men to the temporary camp erected after the battle,

passed near him.
He was speechless, but not unconscious, and while trying to staunch
the blood with his Scapulars kept
saying mentally, " Mother of God, I
am in mortal sin, don't let me die
without the priest," so it seemed a
marvellous and direct answer to

prayer, when he heard the voices of
the men, now almost beside him. But
they perceiving that the end was fast
approaching said heartlessly, " Oh,
there's no use in minding him, he
will be deadbefore we can get him into
the ambulance," and they went on,
leaving him to his fate.
The poor fellow heard every word,

and prayed the more earnestly to
our Lady not to let him die in his
sins.
The relief party had already gone
a considerable distance, when one of
the men, perhaps more humane than
the rest, said to his comrades, " I
must go back to that poor fellow, I
cannot let a fellow soldier die like
that without making an effort to save
him." So he induced some of them
to return with him, and when they
came to the wounded man he had re-

Tenderly they raised him, and
fixing him as comfortably as circumstances would allow carried him on a
stretcher to the camp where so many
of his brother soldiers were struggling in mortal agony. When all
the wounded men had been thus
gathered together they were brought
to the militaryhospital at Newberne,
which was conducted by the Sisters
of Mercy. It was a long and weary
journey of nearly three days, and
the sufferings of the poor men were
greatly increased by the heat and
fatigue, but here at last they found
rest and care, such care as their
mothers might have lavished on them,
and their gratitude was unbounded.
When the doctor had examined
and dressed the wounds of the poor
soldier who had so fervently implored
our Blessed Lady's help, they told
the Sisters that there was no possible
hope of his recovery ; that his death
was imminentand might be expected
at any moment.
He had lapsed
into unconsciousness during the
operation, so one of the Sisters took
her station at his bedside watching
for a lucid interval in which to prepare him to meet his God.
And she did not watch in vain.
After a little time she noticed him
groping for something which when
he had found he opened his eyes
with such a satisfactory expression
that she bent over him to find the
cause and speak some words of comfort, and saw him grasping tightly
his Scapulars.
" Thanks be to the Mother of
God, Sister," said he, " she heard
my prayer and did not desert me! "
Then in broken accents he told of
his terror lest he should die in the
condition in which he was left on the
battle-field, and of his oft-repeated
prayer, " Mother of God, I am in
mortal sin, don't let me die without
the priest. And now, Sister," he
continued, will you send me the
priest without delay, for you need
not tell me, Sister dear, I know I
?

"

?

fHE Sacred heart review.
Our Irish Letter.

is strange that words which are such
little things
a mere breath trembling for a moment in the air
should survive the mightiest monarch
and outlast the lives of empires.
The men who uttered them are
silent ; the earth has grown over
their homesteads, and forests decayed
above their cities. Yet out of the
dead past still speaks the living
voice. So to-day we may be illumed
by the light of a star which perished
a thousand years ago. It has been
said that the history of Ireland is a
dismal chronicle of defeats. But
that is because writers generallymake
history a mere record of wars; the
shadow of the swordsman obscures
all else. The pigmy in battle looks
greater than the intellectual giant in
his study
but only in the eyes of
pigmies. Alexander's empire died
with him, and his satraps shared the
spoil, but Aristotle's sceptre is over
us still. The writers who see physical, but cannot perceive intellectual,
forces and effects, will record that
Roman power conquered Greece, but
fail to recognise that Greek intellect
conquered the conqueror. Ireland
has bad its changes of fortune ; it has
invaded other nations and been itself invaded often. Ireland'sdefeats
have not been often disasters. What
seemed to have no other end than
the plunder of Irish wealth, has
resulted in the enichment of Irish
literature, the dissemination of Irish
ideas, and the capture of Irish imaginations by other nations.
The penal laws which were devised to accomplish what the most
ruthless savage never designed the
annihilation of the intellect of an
intelligent nation studded the continent of Europe with its colleges,
and gave to its members the glory of
being illustrious leaders of men in the
greatest kingdoms of the world.
Last came the great dispersal when
the descendants of those who had
taught Europe for three centuries,
and generously welcomedall scholars,
and made ignorant by law were
driven from their hospitable land by
famine. They went forth, it is said,
as hewers of wood, and drawers of
water. In other times and places it
had meant extinction as slaves under
feudal rule. But mark that they
entered into the great family of a new
people, whose fundamental principle
made them equal, and whose generous nature made them welcome.
They have thus been brought to the
very well-spring of the new forces
which have been re-shaping human
society, and preparing the transformation of the world. In this incomparable enterprise they are themselves a foremost force, taking part
in the intellectual work with the revived vitality of a race which has
found its Land of Youth. If we had
were we members
a past of shame
of a nation that had never risen or
these should be
had deeply fallen
hearts
to achieve
incentives to brave
work for the credit of their race. It
is otherwise with us, and we dare not
stand still, the past would be our
reproach, the future our disgrace.
?

Up, up for onr grand old Ireland!

On, on with the

world advance!
Dash into the sea her fetters. Shi'll leap from her

death-like

trance.

Bright light to the homes long dreary and Lope
the hearts now old;
Then down with the might of
the green and gold!

tyrants,

and

up

to

with

At a recent meeting of the Irish
National Literary Society held in the
Irish Metropo is, a very interesting
lecture was delivered by Dr. G.
Sigerson, who took for his subject
" Irish Liteia ure, Its Origin, Environment and Influence." Sir Charles
Gavan Duffy presided and in introducing the eminent lecturer, took
occasion to dwellat length upon Dublin and its adornments.
" Fifty years ago," said Sir
Charles, there was not one statue of
an Irishman in Dublin, while there
were statues of English kings, of
Dutch kings and German kings and
an English admiral, but nowherecould
they see a statue of one man of Irish
blood or birth or genius ; that had
been all changed. They now saw
the statues of great Irishmen in many
parts of the city, and it was the spirit
of our predecessors that produced
that result. It was a curious il.ustration of the foresight of genius that in
a paper written by Denis Florence
McCarthy upon the national ornamentation of Dublin he suggested that
Trinity College would be honored by
having placed in front of it statues of
Butke and Goldsmith, and they are

.

"

continent of Lurope a finer statue
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than Dublin has of Ireland's liberator, the illustrious Daniel O Connell.
William Smith O Brien is also honored in the Irish capital by a statue
erected by his grateful countrymen,
and so are many other tried and true
A change has
patriotic Irishmen.
come over Dublin for the past half
century, and were it not for this change
they would very probably have a
statue to Balfour to-day."
Dr. Sigerson's lecture was one of
considerable length tracing as it did
Irish literature from the earliest ages
to the present day. " It is certain, '
said he, "that intellectual cultivation
existed in Ireland long betore the
coming of St. Patrick. We have the
laws at the revision of which he assisted, and 1 assert that, speaking
biologically, such laws could not
emanate from any race whose brains
had not been subject to the quickening influences of education for many
generations. The importance of our
earlier literature is augmented in
this, that its reckless sincerity
stands the enduring evidence of a
long vanished stage of social and
intellectual development where the
fiercer and fi:er powers, the softer
and sterner emotions of an early
mankind strive and commingle with
dramatic effect. If such a deposit
were not extant, European scholars
might well desire to go as pilgrims
like the bereaven bards to the
grave of Fergus, son of Roi, with
power to call him again on earth
that he might recite the famous rain
?
the lost epic of a lost world. It Not foreign force, but native sloth
?
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can do us dishonor. If the Irish
nation is to live, it must live by the
energy of intellect, and be prepared
to take its place in competition with
all other peoples. Therefore must
the Irish labor with earnest hearts
and high ideals for the sake of their
nation, for the benefit of mankind in
vindication of their grand Old Land
which genius has ever made luminous.
And remember that whilst
wealth of thought is a country's
treasure, literature is its articulate
voice by which it commands the reverence, or calls for the contempt of
the living, and .he coming nations of
the earth."

Mrs Ernest Hart gives the following outline of what the Irish villages at the World's Fair will contain.
It is under the auspices of the Countess of Aberdeen.
" We shall have seven cottages in
which peasant girls and lads from
Donegal and elsewhere will be seen
at

work, weaving, spinning, dyeing,

e on ly garter not entirely encircling- the lesr
whh elastic band the
only true garter of style
comiort
all men's
outfitters sell it
George Frost Co.,
Boston, make it.

.

?

?

?

?

our American cousins that they will
have a chance of some good butter;
as we shall send over some of the
world-famed Kerry cows which will
be stabled at the rear. There will
also be a pleasant, cool spot here,
where visitors can rest and drink
iced milk.
In the fourth cottage, which is
under the especial care of the Irish
Industries Association, every description of Irish lace will be shown.
There will be a Limerick lace worker
at her frame, the Torchon lace
worker at the pillow, the numerous
varieties of point lace, and so forth.
Sprigging and veining, which
are employed in the production of
the beautiful hemstitched handkerchiefs of Belfast will be shown in the
next cottage. The girls of Down are
especially noted for their exquisite
and delicate work. We have not
quite definitely decided about the
two remaining cottages, but we shall
probably show in the seventh the
wood carving industry in Ireland,
which has reached a really remarkable degree of development when
one remembers the workers and
teachers are peasant lads."

"

"

sP r 'gg'ng> carving, etc.
" The girls will look very pretty in
Connemara red petticoats, fishwife
skirts and blouses, and scarlet
cloaks. In the first cottage will be
a precise model of a cottage in Donegal, with undressed walls of granite, llllllllllllllllllllllllll;
with a hooded fire-place and dresser
full of bright crockery a girl will be
seen dyeing and spinning our famous
Hand-and Hearth Homespuns, the
wool of which she gets from the
lichens and heather of her native
bog outside. There will be an imitation peat fire, and on this the dyer
will from time to time place her iron
potato pot, and proceed to dye the
wool. This operation is certain to prove
immensely attractive to sight-seers,
Seven ages of men
and, as well as the carding, spinning
?Few too old, few!
and b bbin filling which will be
too young?all the world;
shown here, is an extremely interesting process.
cycle next year? \u25a0
" In the second cottage there will !' better
this year?!
be linen weaving and embroidery of
of course
ride
the famous Kells Art Fibroid?ry;
Columbia.
whilst linen damask weaving on a
guaranteed
catalogue in the world, free
Jacquard handloom and fringe-knot1atFinest cycling
Columbia agencies, by mail fur two two- '
1
'
ting will go on in the third cottage. 1 ' cent stamps. Pope Mfg. Co., Boston, New \u25a0
York, Chicago.
B-tween this and the next cottage 1
there will be a model dairy, in which
d lirymaids will be at work churning
and butter making. I can assure
Patronize our advertisers.
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The Sacred heart review,
Medical Hints.

THE SICK ROOM TEMPERATURE.
Physicians tell us the proper temperature of a sick room should be
from 65 to 70 degrees Fah., and the
heat should not go much below or

much above these points. Abundance of fresh air and sunshine is the
rule in all cases, except where the
order of the physician prohibits the
light. There is far more danger of
the patient becoming enervated by
close foul air, than there is from ventilation. English physicians insist
that an open fire is a necessity to the
proper ventilation cf the sick room,
and an eminent authority on this subject says
I do not consider any room suitable for a patient to occupy during a
prolonged illness where there is not
an open fire burning on the hearth,
in order to secure proper ventilation."
A tight stove or a furnace register
will not serve any such purpose. On
the contrary, the stove throws out a
dry heat which can only be partly

"

:

counteracted by

keeping

boiling

It does not
solve in any way the problem of ventilation. The furnace register too
often brings up a current of foul air
from the cellar or the kitchen, into
which the cold air box opens. Unfortunately it is quite the exception
to have the cold air box open outdoors, as it should. Even where it
so opens, the furnace register does
not assist materially in ventilatingthe
room. One of the best methods of
removing odors is to take a shovel
of burning coals, sprinkle it with coffee and pass it around the room.
Where there is infectious disease a
deodorizing solution should be obtained from the physician and used
in the water in which the utensils of
the room, the bedding, and the clothing of the patient are washed.
water on the stove.

preventing typhoid fever and its con- good ?" is another question often
geners, and sanitary legislation has asked.
They may do harm if abused,
taught us that where there is a will
there is a practical way also. But undoubtedly, by causing irritation of
the increased liability to certain in- the gum between two teeth and
fectious diseases at certain periods is
a point worth bearing in mind ; for
instance, the-typhoid fever which is
now producing irremediable gaps in
the families of high and low, was
probably contracted during the brief
summer which came to this country
with the last days of August. The
moral is almost too trite to enforce ;
a chain is no stronger than its weakest link. Until every man sets his
own house in order, and insists that
all hotel-keepers, lodging-house owners and restaurateurs take the pains
to make the sanitary arrangements of
their houses conform to rules of construction so well understood and so
often repeated that it would seem
that everybody ought to know them
by heart, so long shall we hear from
time to time, and especially at this
season of the year, of fatalities such
as that which recently cast an added
gloom on one of the darkest and
gloomiest weeks of a gloomy month.
British MedicalJournal.
?

THE HYGIENE OF THE TEETH.
The value of preventive measures
against the attacks of disease cannot
be too strongly insisted upon, and

one class of cases where these
measures are to a great extent within
the control of the individuals is in
regard to the teeth. Allcaries of the
teeth begin from the outside, no
such thing as internal caries having
ever been demonstrated ; hence if
the surfaces could be kept absolutely
clean no decay could take place,
however poor the texture of the
teeth. This is of course impossible,
but much towards such a desirable
end can be attained by attention to
hygienic rules. Parents often ask
their dentists and medical attendants
SEASONAL DISEASE.
with reference to their babies :
?'
When ought teeth be cleaned ?
As
The answer assuredly is
It must be admitted that, next to
tuberculosis and the professional pol- soon as there are teeth."
A very small tooth brush charged
itician, typhoid fever is the most termankind.
with
some precipitated chalk flavored
scourge
of
civilized
rible
In spite of all that is written, and in with an aromatic drug to make
spite of all that has been done, this it pleasant is perhaps the best means
not a towel, which only removes
huge spectre of disease stalks
through the land every autumn and the secretion from the labial and
picks out its victims of every age and lingual surfaces and not from beevery rank. Why typhoid fever is tween the teeth, where decay is most
most prevalent and most fatal in the rife. Yet how few children's teeth
autumn no man knows ; there are, are so treated and how rarely the
indeed, few things in biological sci- habit of doing it for themselves when
ence more mysterious than this pref- they are old enough is inculcated.
erence of infectious diseases for cer- But if it be acquired, the very
tain seasons of the year. Dr. Bryden, desirableresult is likely to follow of
the Indian sanitarian, compared it to an immunity from dental trouble
the succession of plants in the differ- at all events something more can be
ent months of the year, and the an- done by passing a piece of waxed
alogy is probably in its basis sound. dental floss silk, which can be obOur forefathers gave more attention tained of most chemists, between the
to this question of seasonal preva- teeth every day ; and the value of this
lence of disease than we do, but they can be easily demonstrated after
regarded it from a fatalistic point thoroughly using the tooth brush
of view, which would find few sym- by passing, the silk between the teeth,
pathizers in the present day. San. when a certain amount of accumuitary science has taught us that, the- lated matter will be brought away.
Do tooth picks do harm or
oretically at least, there is a way of

"

:"

?

?

"

its subsequent absorp'ion ; and,
if made of wood, splinters are liable
to be left behind, which have in
many recorded instances caused even
the loss of a tooth ; but used
judiciously they are of great value in
routing the attacking forces in caries,
namely, accumulations of food and
mucuous secretions. It has been
urged against them that they might
But if a stopdislodge a stopping.
ping is so insecure it must be faulty,
and the sooner it is replaced the
better, for decay due to the impossibility of keeping the surface clean must
be going on underneath it.

CAN SEE
with

One 3H;y-@

That although originated by an
Old Family Physician in 1 81 O,

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment

FOR HOUSEHOLD USE
could not have survived for
over eighty years except for the
FACT that it possesses very
much more than ordinary merit.

It is Snolhinc Henlinfir, Fenetratinc Once used always
wanted and dealers my "Can't sell any other kind."
Stops Pain, Cramp:;, Inflammation in Body or Limb.
Cures Croup, Asthma, Colds, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus,
Every Bruise, Cut, Sore Muscle, Still: Joint or Strain.
Sold hv druppists.
Price 35 cents, six bottles, $3.00.
Pamphlet free. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston. Mass.

;

ABOUT BRUSHING THE TEETH.
The question is often asked,
How
often should the teeth be
"
brushed ?"
After every meal,
and just before retiring, should be
the rule with everybody; but as this
may seem so much of a task to some
as to discourage them altogether, a
safe rule, which all can follow conveniently, would be to brush them
every night and morning. This, if
done thoroughly, would no doubt
prevent decay from any deposits of
food which would occur. Many
people who brush their teeth regularly, and have finely preserved sets,
use nothing but water.

apply hot flannels over the region of
the heart when the pain is severe.
This will prevent the neuralgia from
settling in this organ, the most dangerous spot.
Speaking

of fresh air an English

authority says: "We suspect that
not liability to cold, but to gout,
rheumatism, lumbago, neuralgia, some

forms of headache and mmy forms
of nervous irritation are to be conquered by constantly giving lungs
and skin a fair chance of getting rid
of these poisons. We susp» ct that
much of the intemperate drinking in
towns results from the depressed
PAIN IN THE HEART.
feeling which follows work djne unPains in the heart region are quite der the same eondiiions."
common, ana the general dread of
this disease makes many people
ESTABLISHED 1£42.*
imagine that they have heart disease
when there is any local affection in
this region. It is generally tiue that
a large percentage of those who think
they are suffering from heart disease
ij../f pure <<v'|i wnwi
have their pain caused by the pressure of the stomach when distended
with food or gas. N juralgia or muscular rheumatism of *the chest wall
PUT UP EXPRESSLY
will give similar pains in the heart
FAMILY USE
FOR
which may readily be thought to
In 3, 5, and 10 lb. pails, also
come from heart disease. The obthe tierce, barrel, half barrels and tubs; Is
scurity which involves the whole by
for sale by every first-class grocer and proviheart's
nervous
sion
dealer?all lard rendered by us is free
system
subject of the
from all Cotton Seed Oil, Tallow, Suet, and
adulterations so commonly used, and
definitely
it
to
tell
other
impossible
makes
WARRANTED STRICTLY PURE. None genuVarious
ine
without
our name stamped upon the
drugs
such
pains.
about
package.
of
the
the
action
which will slow
John P. Squire & Co.,
heart will sometimes give relief. But
BOSTON, MASS.
it is necessary first to ascertain posiINCORPORATED 1892.
tively if the heart is really affected.
Those who suffer from such pains
can frequently discover the cause
better than the physician. There is
Pine Grove Monument Works,
no reason why such pains should
give cause for alarm. Even though
neuralgia or rheumatism is causing
Tablets,
pain in thatregion it is not essentially
Headstones,
dangerous. The best plan at such
times is to keep in a dry place, avoid
Curbing,
&c, &c,
draughts of wind, rain or wet weather
andremain in a lying posture for hours.
Washington Lynn.
This gives the heart rest and grad)0(
entrance to St. Joseph's Cemetery,
ually strengthens it. Hot, dry ap. Branch yard atPeabody
road, Lynn.
plications over the region are always
Ripans Tabules relieve scrofula.
good. Those suffering from neuralgia and heart disease should always Bipans Tabules banish pain.

-Jffi!T:ral

PURE LARD

Frank McHugh,

Marble & Granite Monuments,
Nos 2,4, & 6

St.,
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No Ammonia.

No Alum.

BAKING POWP

A pure cream of tartar powder.
Used in the U. S. Army and by

teachers of cookery.
Cleveland's is the standard, it
never varies, it does the most work,
the best workand is perfectly wholesome.
But your own experience is better
than anybody's s;iy so," and your
own experience will show you that
Cleveland's baking powder is the
strongest and.me I.est. Try it.
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KNOX'S

IN THIS END
COLORED GELATINE

-

fancy°jellies Sparkling Gelatine

j|

Our new package. Just
with both white and
©) I j rose gelatine in. With it
you can ma^e either plain
O /CH£j*-,
j:: or fancy desserts as you
fa;,4W .\u25a0fool » ish Has no odor or
Is recommended by
-J
~>e most inte,li£ ent 'eachLL[
Li "5| ci sof cookery for its purity.
Coats no more than the old
C.B.KNOX
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JOHNSTOWN.

THE PUREST MADE

pacnage.

Tour Grocer should keep it.

FOR OVER FIFTY TEARS

An OLD and WELL-TRIED REMEDY,

HRI. WINSLOWS SOOTHING SYRUP
has been used for over FIFTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
WHILE TEE IHINCi with PER ECT SUCCESS.
IT SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS,
and
ALLAYS all PAIN; CURES WIND COLIC,Drugis the best remedy for DIARRHCSA. Sold by
gists in every part of the world. Be sure and ask for

'

MRS. WINSLOWS SOOTHING SYRUP,
AND TAKE NO OTHER KIND.
Centß
a Bottle.

Twpnty-flve

The ousewife.
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FALSE NOTIONS OF SOME GIRLS.
Some girls think, says the Jenness
Miller Magazine, that the ultimate
object of education is position instead of character. There may be
less thoughtlessness upon the subject with them than there is with
boys; but there is enough of it,
surely.
Of course they will not?they
cannot
seek for character earnestly,
intelligently ar d perseveringly, if they
do not regard it of paramount imGod's command and
portance.
promise is, Seek, and ye shall find."
If anything in the world is to be
sought for it is the prize in question.
If anything deservesthe most persistent seeking it is this. Dr. Hopkins
says, " Without this there can be no
comprehensive plans, no unity, no
true decision, no earnestness, no
moral power. The whole history of
the race, the arrangement of nature,
the constitution of man all proclaim that man can reach his true
good only by the voluntary activity
of his highest powers in seeking a
chosen end. Some things you have
without seeking ; some you may seek
and not find ; but there are things
* and those which you most need
?

''

?

?

?

that you will never find without seek-

ing." Foremost among the latter is
character. Many girls fail of it because they are not soundly impressed
by its worth, and therefore do not
seek for it as for hidden treasures.
Mmy girls wish they were boys;
and this lurking dissatisfaction with
their lot in life directly hinders the
highest end of education. It is not
unusual to hear women, old and
young, lament that they are not of
the other sex. Believing that the
male sex enjoy higher advantages,
greater freedom, and exemption from
much trial and suffering peculiar to
the females, they are not content
with the allotment of Providence.
Instead of accepting the decree of
heaven, and taking up the obligations of life promptly and heroically,
they yield to discouragement and become miserable croakers. It is the
height of folly the most foolish
and belittlingcourse a girl can adopt.
Before the soul can assert its preeminence, and clothe itself with
beauty, as with a garment, it must absolutely rejoice in its sex by inheritance, and grapple with the problems
of life in the spirit of true self-reliance. It is just as truly a blessing
for one person to be a girl as it is for
another to be a boy ; and all sentiments to the contrary are wrong, and
unworthy of womanhood. The boy
who is sorry that he is not a girl
amounts to nothing in business or
even play ; and it is worse yet with
the girl who is sorry she is not a boy.
Many girls possess a false idea
of what is womanly. Instead of seeing and believing that whatever is
necessary for women to do is
womanly, girls often repudiate some
of these necessary things as compromising feminine dignity. Other girls
may do them; not they. Their
self-respect, which is not true selfrespect after all, forbids these things,
because they are not lady-like, as
they suppose. Who has not seen the
girl of average ability laboring under
the false impression that it is ladylike to be timid, to shrink from
exposure, to be startled at the rumble
of thunder or the flash of lightning,
to scream at the sight of a spider
or mouse, and to faint on particular
occasions like an actress in a tragedy.
Are there no girls who indulge a
pride of birth or fortune as especially
lady-like, lifting them above very
worthy persons in their own estimation ? Are there none who think it
is peculiarly feminine to be ignorant
of housework and sewing, and to
understand embroidery, music and
French ? How many actually believe
that it is the highest position of
woman to have nothing to do ? Many
of them would be shocked at the
thought of the well-earned reputation
of the wife of General Washington,
" a good benefactress, good cook,
and an intelligent woman."
A prodigy of a girl was once introduced to James I.
I can assure
your Majesty," said the person
introducing her, that she can both
speak and write Latin, Greek and
Hebrew." The King answered.
"These are rare attainments for a
?

"

"

damsel; but, pray tell

me, can she SOME HINTS FOR YOUNG MEN.
Evidently the King reof domestic
garded knowledge
We often find in the young, and
duties as important for the girl as
in the young man especially, a

spin ?"

classical lore. He could scarcely admit her claim to preeminence in
literary life without a practical
acquaintance with common affairs.
Gail Hamilton remarks :
I
think if women would only not be
quite so afraid of being thought unwomanly, they would be a great deal
more womanly than they are. To
be brave and single-minded, and
discriminating, and judicious, and
clear-sighted, and self-reliant, and
decisive?that is pure womanly.
To be womanish is not to be
womanly. To be flabby, and plastic,
and weak, and acquiescent, and
insipid, is not womanly.
The>
firmest will and the stoutest heart
may be combined with the gentlest
delicacy. Tameness is not the stuff
that the finest women are made of."
The following interesting scrap
from the life of the accomplished
wife of President Gai field should
prove an inspiration to American
girls ?an extract from a letter of
Mrs. Garfield to her husband when
he was in Congress :
" I am glad to tell that out of all
the toil and disappointments of the
summer just ended, I have risen up
to a victory ; that silence of thought
since you have been away has won
for my spirit a triumph.
I read
something like this the other day :
' There is no healthy thought without labor, and thought makes the
labor happy.' Perhaps this is the
way I have been able to climb up
higher. It came to me one morning
when I was making bread. I said to
myself, 'Here I am compelled by an inevitable necessity to make our bread
this summer. Why not consider it a
pleasant occupation, and make it so
by trying to see what perfect bread I
can make ?
It seemed like an
inspiration, and the whole of life
grew brighter.
" The very sunshine seemed flowing
down through my spirit into the
white loaves, and now I believe my
table is furnished with better bread
than ever before; and this truth,
old as creation, seems just now to
have become fully mine
that I
need not be the shrinking slave of
toil, but its regal master, making
whatever I do yield me its best
fruits. You have been king of your
work so long that may be you will
laugh at me for having lived so long
without my crown, but I am too glad
to have found it at all to be entirely
disconcerted even by your merriment. Now, I wonder if right here
does not lie the ' terrible wrong,' or
at least some of it, of which the
women suffragists complain. The
wrongly-educated woman thinks her
duties a disgrace, and frets under
them or shirks them if she can. She
sees man triumphantly pursuing his
vocations, and thinks it is the kind
of work he does which makes him
grand and regnant; whereas it is not
the kind of work at all, but the way
in which, and the spirit with which,
he does it,"

"

..

'

?

.

disinclination to heed advice. When
those who are older and have had
experience offer them any counsel,
theyregard it as of little value. It
will be otherwise with them they are
inclined to think; the times have
changed and men have changed with
them ; the conditions of success have
varied, and they are sure that their
hearts are stout enough and their
minds clear enough to work their way
in their own fashion towards success,
and to avoid of themselves anything
that menacesshipwreck to their hopes
and their ambitions.
But they make a huge mistake;
the plea they make has been the
same in many another age, and has
been shown again and again to be
folly. There are conditions of success in life that are so fundamental
as to be invariable in all conditions
and in every age. And an earnest
young man will not fail to give heed
to all that the past can teach him in
the lives of his elders. He will not
be foolish enough to slight the greybeard's words of advice ; he will feel
the truth of the old saw
Young
men for action ; old men for counsel." Let an old man give the
young men who read these pages,
and who have all their lives before
them, with high hopes and aspirations, good advice, and also let him
drop a hint or two that may serve
them as helps to success in life.
There are five of these hints that can
be called the invariable conditions of
this success.
First, Always maintain a high
standard.
Make yourself responsible to it, and do this as a matter of
plain sincerity to yourself. No matter what others may expect or ask of
you, always ask of yourself ; always
be a hard master to yourself. Keep
your standard high.
Second, Make few promises and
religiously keep all those you make.
You can't afford to make many
promises if you seriously mean to
keep them.
Third, Be carefully exact in all
your statements. Don't guess ; don't
be content with half knowing or
learning anything. Exactness and
the habit of being sure of your statements
this is the twin brother of
candor and frankness.
Fourth, Always seek the interests
of your employers. Sink yourself ;
avoid the selfishness that strives to
see just how little one can do; that's
dishonest as well as selfish. Make
yourself necessary to those who
employ you by industry, by fidelity
to their interests, and by a scrupulous integrity.

:"

?

THE MOST IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE
DAY. BREAKFAST.
?

On it may depend the day's work,
success, or failure. Try " FERRIS "
DELICIOUS BACON. It's the
best, and a little higher in price, but
the difference will pay you, if you
pay it
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MCOELUFRBIAS UND.

Our readers doubtless remember
that The Sacred Heart Review
has taken upon itself the honorable
task of marking, with a suitable
monument, the spot where the
Christian religion took possession of
this continent, four hundred years
ago, by the erection of its first
church ; and where Christian civilization first planted its banner in
the New World. The memory of
these events, which mark an epoch in
the civilization and progress of the
world, and which have been fruitful in
untold blessings to mankind, should
be treasured and preserved for all
time as a precious heritage.
The Review will be grateful for
such financial aid as may enable it
to complete this work in a manner
befitting the events to be commemorated. The following amounts have
already been received :
Most Rev. Jno. J. Williams, D.D.,
Archbishop of Boston,
$250
Rt. Rev. John Brady, D.D.,
Auxiliary Bishop of Boston, 100
Rt. Rev. Matthew Harkins, D.D.,
100
Bishop of Providence,
Rt. Rev. Lawrence S. McMahon,
100
D.D., Bishop of Hartford,
Very Rev. Dr. Byrne, V.G.,
250
Rev. John Flatley,
100
?

Rev. Michael Moran,
Rev. Dennis O'Callaghan,
Rev. Thomas Magennis, P.R.,
Rev. James T. O'Reilly, O. S.A.,
Rev. Peter Ronan,
Rev. Arthur J. Teeling, P.R.,
Rev. Lawrence J. Morris,

Rev. D.J. O'Farrell,
Rev. J. E. Millerick,
Rev. Michael Ronan,
Rev. Wm. H. Fitzpatrick,
Rev. James McGlew, P R.,
Rev. John W. McMahon, D.D.,
Rev. M. J. Masterson,
A Friend,
Charles F. Donnelly, Esq.,
Rev. P. A. McKenna,

100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100

100
100
100

Facts and

Figures.

HOME OF COLUMBUS.
Genoa the splendid, is one of the
greatest names in the Italian history !
It is an ancient city, reputed to have
been founded by the Patriarch Noah's
lies,
great-grandson. There it
the
of
slopes
sunny
crowded upon
with
hills,
terraces,
orange-treed
the
heavy with fragrant bloom in December, and where the light snows of
winter fall like soft veils of lace upon
blushing roses. The streets are narrow and steep; the bay a splendid
harbor, easily defended. It is a disputed point as to where Columbus
was born, in the city proper or at a
small village on the near coast. But
the tall, narrow house in which he
spent his boyhood has been completely identified. An energetic effort was made to remove it in toto to
the Chicago World's Fair, but the
Genoese are too proud of it to let it
go. It stands in a steep, narrow
street, the entrances all boarded up
and the old stone front relieved with
Venetian blinds. The Genoese are
very proud of their great hero and
haveerected him a magnificent statue,
and this year's quadro-centennialwill
be observed by a complete exhibition
of Genoese and Columbian relics.

THE PEN.
The earliest mode of writing was
on bricks, tiles, oyster shells, stones,
ivory, bark, and leaves of trees; and
from the latter the term "leaves" of

paper is probably derived. Copper
and brass plates were very early in
use, and a bill of feoffment on copper

was some years since discovered in
hundred
100 India, bearing the date one
used as
was
also
100 years b. c. Leather
wooden
Then
the
well as
tablets.
100
into
and
about
vogue,
50 papyrus came
the eighth century the papyrus was
100

50
Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell,
25 superseded by parchment. Paper,
200 however is of great antiquity, especRev. John O'Brien,
ially among the Chinese; but the
Stephen O'Meara, Editoi Boston
Journal,
25 first paper mill in England was built
Thomas B. Noonan,
100 in 1588, by a German at Dartford,
Hon. Owen A. Galvin,
25 in Kent county. Nevertheless, it
Rev. John J. Frawley, C. SS. R., 100 was nearly a century and a half in
James E. Cotter, President Irish
1713 ?before Thomas Watkins, a
Charitable Society,
25 stationer, brought paper making to
20
John R. Alley,
anything like perfection. The first
Rev. Michael O'Brien,
100 approach to a pen was the stylus, a
A. Shuman,
50 kind of iron bodkin, but the Romans
Thomas N. Hart, Postmaster,
forbade its use on account of its fre20 quent and even fatal use in quarrels,
Boston,
Bacon Paper Co.,
25 and then it was made of bone. SubWm. R. Richards, Esq.,
25 sequently reeds, pointed and split
Gen. C. H. Taylor, Boston Globe, 50 like pens, as in the present day, were
100 used.
Rev. Chris. T. McGrath,
100
Rev. R. J. Johnson,
HOW A NEWSBOY COLLECTED
Rev. Thomas H. Shahan,
25
?

.

Chas.

J.

Mclntyre, Esq., Cam-

bridge City Solicitor,
25
Rev. Dr. Talbot,
25
Miss Katharine A. O'Keeffe,
25
Rev. A. Police, S.M.,
25
Very Rev. Charles B. Rex,
S.S., S.T.D., J.C.D.,
25.00
Rev. Joseph H. Gallagher, Roxbury,
5 000

A BILL.

There is a South Side boy who is
bound to be a Napoleon in finance if
he lives. His age is fourteen, and a
little while ago he ran a newspaper
route. A certain South Side doctor
was his customer, and when the physician's bill reached $i the boy presented it. It was hard to collect.
Do you want to help The Review ? The boy called several times, but the
doctor never had the dollar. The
if so, patronize our advertisers.

physician moved away, and the lad
lost sight of him for a time, but
finally located him on the West Side,
and renewed his attacks.
At last one day he told his mother
he would make one more t ffort, and
then if that were not successful he
would give it up. Accordingly he
went to the doctor's office, and found
the doctor out. But inside of the
door hung the customary slate. On
it the boy wrote, Call at
street.
William Smith." The doctor called,
and the boy saw him coming up the
street. He told his mother what he
had done, and said : " Now, I will go
and hide, and you can show him the
I will do nothing of the
bill."
kind, Willie Smith," said the lady,
and you ought to be ashamed of
yourself." A young lady visitor in
the family thought more of the
scheme, and, confronting the doctor
at the door, presented the bill. The
professional man said that the joke
was on him, paid the dollar, and
went away laughing.
Cleveland
J lain Dealer.
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The maximum distance of the
'?', «
'
moon from the earth is 252,948
miles, and the minimum distance is
22 [ ,593 miles.
The averageof these
is 237,270 miles; but when time is
FOR
taken into consideration, the average
distance becomes 238,818 miles, and
this is the mean distanceof the moon
?w?
Our new Sick-Call Set contains all the religious
from the earth as commonly reported, articles
that are necessary during a visit of the priest,
together with instructions for the family during the
that is, the moon is more than 238,- visit.
Price, in Morocco Case, 53.50.
818 miles distant from the earth
Sent
to any part of the United States on receipt
during about half the month, and of price.freeAc'dress,
less than that distance during the
other half.
18 & 20 Essex St., Boston,
It has often puzzled the uninitiated
PUBLISHERS AND BOOKSELLERS.
to give a reason why musicians tune
Agents wanted
their instruments in public, and not
before entering the orchestra. If proofs they frequently turned them
they tuned their instruments before over to other scholars with the reentering the theatre or concert-room, quest to revise and correct, and as
the temperature is very apt to be the printer's time was then deemed a
different in the place of performance, matter of small consequence a perand therefore the instruments would fection was attained which is seldom
not be in tune. A piano that is in equalled by modern printers.
tune in a cold room would go out of
There are in the United States
tune if the room were suddenly
6,000 millionaires and 15,000 persons
heated.
worth more than half a million.
As there will be no carriages allowed Statistics show that 31,000 people out
in the grounds during the World's of 65,000,000 already own more than
Fair an electrical chair has been in- one-half of the nation.
vented for those who are invalids and
therefore unable to walk around the
It is estimated that the 35 railgrounds. This chair or tricycle will roads which enter Chicago will exhave a storage battery under it, and pend $110,000,000 in increasing and
from this the wheels will be operated. improving their equipment and facilities for transporting World's Fair
A cannon ball fired from a piece visitors and freight.
of modern ordnance would reach the
moon (240,000 miles distant) in 12
An underground railroad about 7
days, Mars in 6 1-2 years, Jupiter in miles long and a circular subway of
54 years, Saturn in 108 years, Nep- the same length are in course of contune in 390 years, and Alpha Cen- struction in Glasgow, Scotland.
tauri, the nearest fixed star, in 3,000,000 years.
Boston is the greatest wool-market
in the United States, and the second
The editions of books printed 200
greatest in the world.
or 300 years ago are almost entirely
free from typographical errors, which
Seven-eighths of the bread used
may be attributed to the fact that in London
is made of American
early publishers were generally emi- wheat.
nent scholars, and themselves gave
Step by step the loftiest heights
much attention to the revision of
After reading the are reached.
their proofs.
\
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SICK-CALL SETS
?

?

HOME USE.

FLYNN & MAHONY,

The Sacred Heart
Sense and Nonsense.
THE JESTER'S REBUKE.
In olden times, says the Aye
Maria, it was the custom for kings
and great noblemen to have a jester,
or fool, who had his queer cap and
tunic trimmed with litile jingling
bells. It was the duty of the jester
to keep his master in good spirits,
and be ready to make a joke at any
time, no matter how serious the circumstances.
It came to pass,
naturally, that these professional
fun-makers were often men of great
wit and learning, frequently wiser
than those who called them fools ;
and many a covert lesson was conveyed in frivolous words, and many
severe reprimands were bestowed,
covered up under light phrases, and
excused on account of the clown's
spt cial privilege of free speech.
One nobkman in England had, at
about the time jesters began to go
ou* of fashion, a br'ght fellow
attachi d to his suite in that capacity.
To him his master gave a staff, or
wai d of i ffic
Keep it," he told
him, 'uniil)ou shall find a greater
fool than )ourself." The jester
accepted the gift in the spirit in
which it was g yen, and used to
flourish the wand on festive occasions
of state.
But even the laughter and jollity
with which the nobleman took such
care to be surrounded could not prevent a visit from the master Death,
to whom we must all, sooner or later,
submit ; and he lay on the couch
from which he was soon to be carried
to ihe tomb of his fathers. All the
well-meant consolations of his servants ard friends were of no avail
he wished only to see the poor fool
who "had done his best to make a
troubled life more happy. The
jester was summoned to his presence.
I have sent for you," said the
nobleman, in a weak voice, "to tell
you that I am going on a long

into the hand of his master, he said,
solemnly:
"Here, take this. You bade me
give it to one who was a greater fool
than I. You are going to another
world, to be gone forever, and you
start without provision for the
journey, or certainty of finding
friends there. Surely the wand belongs to you."
The little story, by no means a
new one, stops here. But we can at
least hope that the jester's words
touched the master's heart; and that
he, even though it was late, sent
some message to the unknown land
whither he was going, and took some
provisions for the journey.

HOW SHE MANAGED IT.

A young couple in a Lancashire
village had been courting for several
years. One day the young man said
to the young woman :

Sal, I canna marry thee."
" How's
that ? she asked.

"
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To any one sending us THREE new subscribers and three dollars we shall mail, postpaid:
The Pious Treasury of the Sacred Heart. 24111-1. A New Manual of Catholic Devotion.
Printed from the Irish edition.
The most complete Prayer Book of the size ever published. Comprising, in a compact form, but in
good, large, clear print, all the principal Devotions selected from the most approved sources. Among the
contents may be found Devotions for Mass in four different forms. The most approved Devotions to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, Devotions to the Blessed Virgin, Rosary of the Blessed Virgin, Stations of the Cross,
the Psalter of Jesus, Novenas, etc., in a handy, convenient size for either man or woman. French morocco.
Full Gilt, Nickel Plated Rims and Clasp, Tinted Paper. #1.75.
To any one sending us FIVE new subscribers and five dollars, we shall mail, postpaid:?
Chateaubriand's Genius of Christianity; or, The Spirit and Beauty of the Christian Religion.
With a fine Steel Portrait of Chateaubriand. Demy Bvo. Cloth. $2.50.
A Book for every Catholic family. It should be read by all.

,

To any one sending us TWELVE new subscribers and twelve dollars we shall mail, postpaid, A
Catholic Dictionary. Containing some account of the Doctrine, Rites, Ceremonies, Councils, and
Religious Orders of the Catholic Church. Edited by Thomas Arnold, M.A., Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland, Sixth edition revised with additions. Bvo. Cloth. $5,00. One of the most remarkable
and useful books of the present time.
To any one sending us TWENTY-FIVE new subscribers and twenty-five dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
"Works of Most Key. Archbishop Spalding. Comprising Reviews, Essays, and Lectures on
Historical, Theological, and miscellaneous subjects. Bvo. Cloth.
The History of the Protestant Reformation in Germany, Switzerland, England, Ireland, Scotland, The Netherlands, France, and Northern Europe Bvo. Cloth.
Lectures on the Evidences of Catholicity. Bvo. Cloth.
The Complete Set, in 5 vols., Bvo, fine edition, cloth, extra, with appropriate back and side stamps, put up
in neat box. $13.00.
To any one sending us THIRTY new subscribers and thirty dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
Gerald Griffin's "Works. Comprising The Coll. gians, Card Drawing, Hollandtide, The Rivals, Tales
of a Jury Room, Duke of Monmouth, Tales of the Five Senses and Night at Sea, Poems, Invasion, Life
by his Brother. Complete sets in boxes, 10 vols., cloth, $15.00.
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:
"I've changed my mind," said he.
Well, I'll tell you what we'll do,'
she said. "If folks know that it's
To any one sending us FORTY new subscribers and forty dollars we shall mail, postpaid,
thee as has given me up, I shanna
Father Faber's Celebrated Works. Comprising: All for Jesus, Bethlehem, Blessed Sacrament,
be able to get another chap, but if
Creator and Creature, Foot of the Cross, Growth in Holiness, Hymns, Notes on Doctrinal and Spiritual
Subjects (2 vols.), Life and Letters, Precious Blood, Poems, Spiritual Conferences. Complete sets, ij
they think I have given thee up,
vols. Inbox. Cloth, $19.50.
then I can easy get another chap.
So we'll have banns published, and
To any one sending us ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY new subscribers and $150 in cash, we shall
when the wedding day comes the deliver free of all expense,
APPLETONS AMERICAN ENCYCLOPEDIA
parson will say to thee, ' Wilt thou
and Index, in all, 17 large octavo volumes of over 800 pages each, bound in library leather, price $6.00 per
have this woman to be thy wedded volume, $102 for the set. A Library in itself. The thoughts of five hundred of the best scholars in this and
wife?' ard thou must say, 'I will,' other countries, crystalized,boiled down. Cardinal Gibbons recommends this work in ihe following letter:
Baltimore, Jan. 31, 1891.
and when he says to me, ' Wilt thou
For the American reader and student, I regard " Appleton's American Encyclopaedia"
have this man to be thy wedded as by far the best work of the kind that we have, and I cordially commend it to all as
husband ?' I shall say ' I winna.' " being just and fairly accurate in the vast amount of information it furnishes.
The wedding day came and the
minister said to the man:
Wilt thou have this woman to be
; thy wife ?
"I will," answered the man.
1
\u25a0
1
1
Then the parson said to the woman:
Papa
(teaching little Barr his
"Wilt thou have this man to be
Now, Barr, how much
numbers)
thy wedded husband ? "
is
times
nine
ten
?
will,"
I
she said.
Barr.
Ninety.
Why, you said you would say I
Papa.
And ten times eight ?
winna,'" the young mansaid furiously.
journey."
Barr.
E'ghty.
"I know that, but I've changed
Papa.
Whither ? " asked the jester.
Then how much is ten
my mind since then," answered the
To a far country, in truth, to
?
naught
times
young woman.
another world," answered the dying
Well, I des ten
Barr (studying).
man.
It's a strong stomach that can stand tha
The honeymoon was not many times naught must be naughty.
ordinary pills, with their griping and vio'?
How long will you be gone, a months old. "Well, darling," he
lence. What kind of a man or woman can
it be who buys them ?
month, perhaps?"
asked, as he took her in his arms on
Mr. Fizzletop was under the
It's some one who doesn't know about Dr.
Pleasant Pellets that's certain.
"Longer than that."
his return from the office, shall we painful necessity of administering a Pierces
They're better they're the best, in every
will
trouble
of
the liver, stomach, and bowels.
A year, you
not be gone a go out on our bicycles, or would you severe castigation to his son Johnny.
They do more good, do it easily and naturally,
should
year ?"
order the car- After he had completed his labors he and do it so that it lasts?cleansing and regprefer that I
ulating the whole system. Sick and Bilioui
I shall be gone forever."
riage ?"
said sternly to the suffering victim Headache, Constipation, Indigestion, Bilioui
Dizziness, are surely prevented,
"O my dear lord! " said the poor
"Dearest," she softly responded, Now tell me why I punished you." Attacks,
quickly relieved, and permanently cured.
fellow, "have you made provisions gazing lovingly up into his eyes,
They're
cheapest pill you can buy, too,
"That's it," sobbed Johnny; "you for they'rethe
guaranteed to give satisfaction.
for the journey, and have you " you know I am yours for wheel or nearly pounded the life out of me,
arranged for your entertainment in for whoa."
and now you don't even now why
that other world where you are to
A Western editor met a well-eduyou did it."
He.
Will your marry me ?
stay so long ? "
cated farmer recently, and said to
She.
No.
The nobleman shook his head.
What sort of him that he would like to have some" Mrs. Gadabout.
He.
Whom
are you going to
have
But
made
arrangeMildman,
you
is
Mrs.
who has thing from his pen. The farmer sent
person
"
ments for your reception ? They marry ?
moved into the next house to you ?
him a pig, and charged him $9 75
She. I shall marry whom I please.
know you are coming, and will be
I don't think for it.
Mrs. Chaffer.
He. Well, you please me.
glad I
much of her. Between you and me,
In a case of doubt defer your deI think she is next door to an idiot.
They, whoever they may be,
cision for a day.
have no announcement of my comI never shall have faith in anMrs. Gadabout (innocently).
ing, that I know of. For neither my other woman again," said he bitterly, I think so, too, my dear.
journey to, nor sojourn in, that far just after she had refused him.
God alone can properly bind up a
country have I made preparation."
Oh, yes, you will," said she.
heart.
bleeding
Comfort is tedious when it lasts
For the last time the jester availed
You may not have quite as much too
long.
Count no real effort toward good
himself of a jester's privileged faith in yourself next time, but otherspeech. Putting his wand of office wise it will be just the same."
Acts form the strongest language. as lost.
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Notes.

ii A Dress

The ceremony of laying the corner-stone of St. Peter's New Church,
Lowell, will take place Sunday,
Sept. n.
Solemn high Mass will be celebra! All genuine WARREN HOSE
ted at 10 30 a. m. Rt. Rev. Father
|
I I SUPPORTERS are made with ', Byrne, vicar general of the archdio[
[ cese of Boston will be celebrant of
J I the Warren
Fastener, with \B-|
the Mass, and Rev. Father Walsh, of
!! St.
!! Rounded Rib on
John's Seminary, Brighton, will be
Edges;
j
I I Holding
I
master of ceremonies. The sermon
the reason why
u
the Warren can- §\
Ml ' will be preached by Rev. Father Mcnot cut the stock- I /U
! Manus of South Lawrence. The
ing.
ALL other
iff
choir of the church under the direc\ supporters canfjr
tion of Mr. T. F. Malloy, will sing
j ; not help cutting \§\/jf
the Mass.
thestock; I ing. The '?
In the afternoon at three o'clock,
; ; Warren *:f ', j the corner stone will be laid by Archisfor sale J?
bishop Williams. Rev. Dr. Ganigan,
! ! everywhere. Made
\
\
j by George Frost Co., Boston. [ of the Catholic University, at Wash
ington, will preach the sermon at the
\u25a0 HUHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIII laying of the cornerstone, and a
number of priests of the archdiocese
will assist at the ceremony.
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NO CANVASSING.
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you liberally; and our Illustrated Premium List of Toilet
Articles, which is mailed free
to any address, explains fully
and contains many attractive
21 1 offers, and will show you how
WJ
W Ilia few hours' work will yield
you profitable results.

DUL

Positively no canvassing.
Write to-day.
FLORENCE MFG. CO.,
Florence, Mass.
100 Pine Street,

J

tor, Luchetti, of Rome, has been intrusted with the execution of the

work.

A fcTYLISH TURNOUT

is incom-

Few firms interest themselves in
every line of athletic sports as does
the old and reliable house of I. S
Johnson & Co., 22 Custom House
street, Boston, Mass. They will, on
the first day of November, 1892, give
to the person who shall have then received the largest number of votes
on blanks furnished by them as the
most graceful rider in the New England States an 1892 Century Columbia Bicycle, with pneumatic tires. If
you are interested to have some
friend or member of your club win
this elegant machine, then get everybody you know to vote for your favorite. The votes can be obtained
by any'person applying for them upon
the following conditions For every
label and blue wrapper taken from a
bottleof Johnson'sAnodyneLiniment
which a person sends in a letter with
their address, Johnson & Co. will, by

:
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MUSIC BOXES.
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If you want to buy a Swiss
Music Hox, write fordescrfptive circular. Free, of the
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SYMPHONION.
new and novel
ItIs
entirely

ation,plays

1000 TUNES.

A large and constantly increasint; liat of tones to »elect

from.

FRED 11. SIVI)HI, Importer, 102 High St., Boston, Mass.
ESTABLISHED iB6».

LEOPOLD VOCEL,
Dealer in

BOOTS, SHOES, AND RUBBERS,
Ladies' and Gents' Custom Work a Specialty.
to.
Repairing Promptly Attended

Woolaey Block,opp. Depot, Jamaica Plwln.

ST \TIONr RY OF ALf,
Ai BPKCIAI

SCHOOL sssi.
AAII MA|

?w

GEO. R. LIBBY & CO.,

Cor. DEVONSHIRE St.and DOCK Sq.
BOSTJN.

'?The Colored Harvest"
FOR the

Training of Priests for the Colored Missions,
25 ?ts. Subscription, Issued every October.

M
Become a Zelator and get 20 subscribers.
Special benefits announced on certificates of

membership.

Members received at any lime. Medal
of the Holy Face and of St. Joseph to
every subscriber. Nine million negroes
in our land outside the Church. Over
5,000 000 are

unbaptized.

Send for a copy of

" The

Rev.

Colored

Harvest

"

J.l. °SLATTERY,
Baltimore, Md-

St. Joseph's Seminary,

organization any member becoming
intoxicated. All labor unions should
Divorce
turn the drunkards out.
labor from drink, and labor will hold
a high and proud head.

In giving his reason why Catholics
should not join the Knights of
return mail, send fifty blank votes.
Gutlief Myers, a laboring man One can vote as often as they please. Pythias the Most Rev. Archbishop
recently from Cincinnati, and a be- Address in all cases Johnson's Ano of Cincinnati says :
All objectionable secret societies have
liever in Kant, Schopenhauer, Le- dyne Liniment, 22
Custom House more or less affiliation with Free Masonry
febre and a host of other infidels, street,
Boston, Mass.
which has lately expressed its purpose to
who had taught him that there was
destroy religion ; men are inevitably influno God, stood on a street corner
By desire of the Pope, Mgr. Isi- enced by their associates and surroundings ;
recently while an electric storm dore Carini, First Prefect of the
Catholics whs have been led into secret sowas at its height. Looking into Vatican
Library has published a cieties have too often fallen awayfrom the
the sky he exclaimed with a bit- pamphlet setting forth in full de- practice of their religious duties ; the initiater, cynical laugh : There is no God ; tails all the literary discoveries made tion of the Knights of Pythias is made a rethis fear of something after death is
invokes on
of late in relation to Codices and ligious ceremony ; the candidate
all folly." He had hardly finished
himself " all the anguish and torments posinedited MSS. brought to light amid
his speech, when straight from the the treasuries of the Vatican. His sible for a man to suffer '* if he should ever
expose the secrets of the Order ; he swears
frowning heavens, as if in response
Holiness hasfurther ordained that for "to obey all orders that may be given
to a challenge, a flash of lightning the benefit of scholars, especially
emanating from the supreme lodge so long
struck him fair upon the head and foreign visitor 0 coming to Rome in as they do not conflict with my political or
he fell prone upon the earth, dead, October, the Vatican Library shall religious liberty ;" and from the decisions
while his companions were uninjured. re-open its doors in the early days of of the King and his nine counsellors there
is no appeal as their "edicts once sent forth
that month, instead of on Nov. 1, are established laws."
McDonald Bros., of 17 Second as heretofore. Professor Melis, the
street, East Cambridge, have re- ex-Protestant
Minister received
Bishop Wk;<.ku of the diocese of
moved to their new building, 50 some weeks ago into the Church, will
Newark, N. .1., has sent out a letter
Charles street, where with larger and be employed, it is stated, as Librato be read in all the Catholic
better facilities they can more read- rian in the Vatican, and be entrusted
churches on Sunday ordering two
ily supply the wants of their numer- with the translation and transcribing grand
celebrations in honor of the
ous patrons.
of some most important MSS. docu- great Catholic navigator, Columbus :
The Catholic negroes in the United ments, drawn up in ancient Latin, of the first celebration to be Oct. 12.
States are estimated at 152,692, out which he will, later, publish an inter- On that day pastors are requsted to
esting and ample account, in pamph- celebrate solemn high Mass.
of a population of 6,996,166.
let form.
The occasion is to be made impresThe crucifix has been banished
sive
with as much ceremonial as
A movement has been started in
from the public schools of Italy and St. Louis, Mo., to unite all the Catho- possible. The Bishop requests that
replaced by the portrait c f the king. lic
made a public holiday:
societies of that city in the work Oct. 21 be
chief
members of the
that
the
of building a Catholic hall to be
Archbishop Ryan of Philadelphia,
a splendid public celeform
parishes
utilized for entertainments, recephas called for all letters and other
that all the parochial school
tions, meetings, etc. Our St. Louis bration;
writings of the late Bishop Neumann,
and
church societies parade,
children
brothers have taken a very comas they are to be examined in the
make the day worthy
otherwise
and
mendable step.
process of his canonization.
of the Church and Columbus.
It is said that many conversions
Essex street,
Mr. Haswell,
One thousand five hundred boys, are taking place in Holland. The
pledged to total abstinence from in- largest landed proprietor in Someren, Salem, has a spt-cial offer for next
toxicating l; quors, under the guidance, North Brabant, has joined the Church week, with every dozen cabinets he
of the counsels of the Most Rev. with his whole family. Several will give one-half dozen of his new
Patrick W. Riordan, D. D., Arch- Protestant ministers there have also size cabinets.
bishop of San Francisco, marched in become Catholics.
procession at the recent temperance
With sorrow we record the death
demonstration at San Francisco.
Among our exchanges this week of Daniel Dougherty, the silverwe find the Students' Banner, a tongued orator. Mr. Dougherty was
A rich and liberal American gen- monthly magazine published by the an able defender of the Church.
tleman, who is a Catholic, has given students of St. Joseph's College, Mt.
30,000 francs for the erection of a Angel, Oregon.
One of our weekly exchanges, the
monument in honor of Pope Leo
Sun, has changed into a fourThe carriage makers of Columbus, Lowell
XIII., in the city of Perugia, the
daily
paper.
birthplace of the Pope. The sculp- Ohio, summarily dismiss frpm their page
?
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Leading Merchants sell them.
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plete without one of our incomparable
corsets.
Fashion prescribes certain laws. To-day
it is the law of long-waistedness. How to
obtain it is an easy problem if you will
buy our

ST. JOSEPH'S

